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Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The annual report of the Central
Rockland was host Saturday to
This "dog-gone" motor age Is get
the Maine State Hand Engine Maine Power Company shows op
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
ting worse by the day for good
League at its annual meeting, held erating revenues of $6,764,693. a deThe R ockland Q aeette was estab  radio reception, and Hilliard Spear
lished In 1S4e In 1874 the Courier was
at
Legion hall. A delicious supper crease of $46,510 over the previous
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was served under direction of Mrs year. Net income after deductions
established In 1855 and In 1891 changed ones who find the electric razor a
for operating expenses mainten
Its name to the Tribune. These papers bad actor.
Mary Dinsmore, Mrs. Anne Alden
consolidated March IT. 1897.
ance,
depreciation and taxes, was
The motors In these and other
and Mrs. Ella Hyland.
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which Is $53,363 more
similar appliances such as hair clip
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McCabe Jr. of Bath was made presi
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extremely high R.P.M. to be effi
•* ot all good things.—Burke
dent, Chief George M. Dinsmore of period in several respects," the re
cient. which when not properly sup
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travel considerably over the air as
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well as along th e power supply into
Gerald Nason of Saco, treasurer. uncertainty which prevailed gen
which they are plugged
John B. Trembley of Brunswick erally, and the temporary disrup
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Naturally the worst lntcrierence
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C lubs T o H a v e A n n u al will result to radios connected to
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The first annual meeting of the and with both sides of the line
Hallowell and John Lowe of Tops was $1,792,643. an increase of $56above ground potential would radi carrier may well be classed as one
Medomak Region (Garden Club)
ham.
383 over the previous year In spite
ate worse than a more modern jjb of the “vela" at th e Rockland PostA pleasant entertainment fol of a falling off of gross revenues.
will be held a t First Parish Church and one on which BX cable Is used
Office, for he Joined the carrier
the talented Decrease in revenues was due pri
In Belfast May 34 opening prompt The following suggestions may help, aervice away back in 1914, April 4. lowed, featuring
6taples
sisters,
Esther,
Jennie and marily to the abandonment of the
ly at 10.30 with registration sta rt but the manufacturers know the which is a long tim e ago, *» youth
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only sure answer—that of suppres views it.
ing at 10 a. m.
charming trio are mascots of the ther small decline in the gas busi
Ted was bom July 16. 1894, and
Reports will be heard from vari sing the interference inside the
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h is Sophomore year in 1911 to take viewing o f the Samoset and the new creased over the rate of appropria
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Noise suppression filters that may a position as billing clerk.
tion In effect during 1937 These
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Mrs. Harry B. Coe. president of be purchased a t electrical and radio
The great outdoors was more to
factors were more than offset by
the Federation, will open the after dealers which are attached to the
his liking, and he joined the Postfavorable water conditions benefits
noon session at 2. Lincoln Colcord, socket into which the razor Is
which are beginning to be realized
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Along came the World War in I
_____
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A similar filter can be made at m ent he went to Portland and en 
President Wyman reported that
In addition to the exhibits of home out of a couple of fixed radio listed in the U. S. Navy in August, |
Ringm aster
expenditures during 1938 for new
the five departments of the club condensers of ljn fd . each connect
a 12-foot exhibit from the New ed in series across the 110 A. C i| He served Uncle Sam in this rapa"Ladees and gentlemen, this way construction and rehabilitation of
plant amounted to approximately
England Gourd 8ocicty will be with their common terminals city for two years and two months.
From the Training Camp at Nor to the big show," cried ring master $1,517,000 The major expenditure
shown for the first time In Maine. grounded.
folk, V a. he went aboard the trans Ralph U. Clark, and the circus put was $565 000 on the Solon develop
Mrs. E. Stewart Orberton. who Is
Some Improvement may be had if port UJ3.8. Kroonland. He modest
on by Baraca Class was underway. ment which Includes rebuilding the
chairman in Maine of the N. E tire plug attached to the razor is
ly refrains from telling us whether
Oourd Society is also director of the reversed where it goes into the re
Running to true circus form, the dam the creation of a larger pond
he had any experiences with Ger
Medomak Region and will preside
d e te r entertainment was one of the which will permit a more advanta
ceptacle.
m an U-boat«. but It is fair to assume
geous use of the river flow at sta 
at the opening session which is
most hilarious ever staged by the
Of Interest to a greit many
tions both above and below Solon,
slated for 1090 a m. In addition listeners in this locality, and very th at he had plenty o f excitement,
class and furnished amusement and the installation of a 7.000 K. W
to brief talks by Federation officials timely in this particular case, w'll far there was alw ays something do
there will be departmental reports, be a special broadcast tonight at ing on the ocean which separated throughout Thursday evening, for generating unit. The work has
moved ahead smoothly and it is ex
annual reports given by Mrs. J. A. 7 30 (daylight time) originating in Che Old World and the New World members and friends.
Jameson of Rockland, secretary, and WEAF and probably including about that time.
No canvas top show could boast of pected that the plant will be In op
Ferry was discharged from the
eration in the late summer of 1939
Mrs. Ric'iard O. Elliot of Thomas WTIC of the red network in the
more freaks, or unusual acts, there
"Two hundred and fifty-eight
ton, treasurer; and officers elected New England area entitled Man Navy O ct 13. 1919 and was soon
being twelve car loads of animals miles of lines were put into service
for coming year as well as discussion Made S ta tic ", The discussion will wearing the., blue-gray uniform
of next year's plans.
Garden be the result of research and en wturh distinguishes the letter-car There was the big change on "the during the year representing a
clubs In the Medomak Region are; gineering In interference problems rier from the rommon herd. His cane you ring is the case you win* capital cost of approximately $326Camden Garden Club. Rockland to the radio listener, and the faithful and steady companion for and peanuts, pop-corn and pink 000 and bringing service to over 1100
Oardcn Club. Mt. Bettox Nature speakers will be the best in the m any years was the tireless canine lemonade were passed to each per new customers.
which went over th e route with him son attending.
"Taxes continued to increase
Club, Thomaston Garden Club,
country.
day after day. both welcome ca ll
was
I
through
1938 and aggregated $1,Bootbbay Region Oarden Club. Old
Oorge
Orcutt,
as
a
clown
Waldo Tyler
ers at every house.
the hit of the evening, his make-1154.742. an amount almost equal to
Bristol Garden Club of Damaris
Always considerate of others. Ted up bringing forth laughter at *he Yuli preferred dividend requlrecotta. Cosmopolitan Garden Club
Some men wake up to find them
ments. The constant growth in
of Bath. Topsham Garden Club, selves famous; others stay up all Perry is a bit provoked to think that every turn.
h is pal Jake Alden didn't reveal a
and the Belfast Garden Club, hos night and become notorious.
The menagerie alone was worth the tax burden, which has Increased
little morr of his biography. Jake, he the price of admission. Including by almost half a million dollars in
tess club.
Sharp reductions In prices at reminds us, is a past commander of kid. lynx seals, peacock, lion bear, the past seven years compared with
AU garden club members are In
vited. Reservations should be sent Burdell's Dress Shop—One lot suits Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L . is camel deer, monkey dog and goat an Increase of less than a quarter
to Mrs. Maine Hills, hostess member to close out. reduced to $8.75—one presid-nt of the Rockland Letter
The outside or free show intro of a million dollars In gross rev
of the Belfast Club or to Mrs. Leah lot dresses to $295 and $495—one Carriers' Association.
duced Clara Bell, a girl witn two enues presents a serious problem
And for the public's benefit Perry
Fuller (telephone 3A3) on or be 1lot string k n it blouses to $1.50. Lu
heads and one brain—Leona Well to stockholders and consumers alike.
Referring to the company's mercien K. G reen & Son and Burdell's tells us about the meaning of the man and Edith Clark. Mehitable
fore May 30.
service
stripes
worn
by
the
lett-r
Dress
Shop.
16
School
street.
Rock
the
Great,
bearded
lady
from
the
chandising
activities. President WyThe registration fee Is 35 cents;
carriers—a black stripe denoting Blue Ridge Mountains, the only man stated: “The new business acland Tel. 540.—adv.
luncheon tickets, 75 cents
five years in th e aervice, two black bearded lady alive to d a y -In e z , tlvitles include the direct selling of
stripes 10 years, one red stripe 15 Ames; Aba Daba. Arabian snake electrical appliances by a sales force
years, two red stripes 20 years, one charmer, only one known to charm anc> through
company stores
■Uver stripe 25 years, two silver 50 foot Ruberaso. poisonous reptile, throughout the territory, as well as
stripes 30 yearn, one gold stripe 35
Leroy Chatto; Tom Nix, a lien co-operating with dealers. In ad
years. The oMaet carrier In the
charger, on a ferocious saw horse. dition to this selling organization, a
Rockland service is Frank B. Greg with feather duster, A. W. Oregory staff of specialists Is maintained to
ory. a sketch o f whom recently a p 
The big show then opened ano develop the increased use of electripeared in this column.
tlckets sold like "hot cakes." M r/c a l energy In the commercial and
Ted Petry is a past commander of Clark presented Jo-Jo. who had Industrial power and on the farms
Winslow-Holbrook Post and one of reversible hands In place of big feet. This staff Is available to all cus468 MAIN STREET OFF. THE COURIER-GAZETTE
the beat known members of the Harrison Dow; Cora the double. I tomettw for consultation on any
Rockland City Band.
i
I •
•
half white and half black, born Problems related to service which
Tooting In a brass band Is not his without brains, hair or Adams V°ur company can give. The cost
D IN N E R S , L U N C H E O N S , S A LA D S
hobby, however, and his many friends apple Louise Oregory; laughing hythis necessary part of the buslmay be surprised to know that It Is
Fro-Joy Ice Cream and Sundae*
ena. (and did he laugh) capturd ness is substantial and particular
reading. He is a lover of good flewith great difficulty In the wilds of emphasis has been given to bring
tion. but follows avidly any reading
Stew* Sandwiches Confectionery
Abyssinia, Henry Lurvey; a queer ing It to as nearly a self-contained
matter which h as interest and value.
animal, a fudildudy from South basis as possible. For the year 1938.
Fountain Service
Africa, with a tall In place of a costs were reduced approximately
24 percent in spite of a falling off
head, proved to be a eat.
Cigars
Cigarettes
A clever, humorous entertain In merchandise sales.
"Your company now has In effect
Mrs. Alice iA. Davis. 75 w'idow of ment, which provided fun for all
a basic domestic rate of eight cents
• Visit Our AU Electric Kitchen A t Any Time.
Warren Davis, was found dead at ages.
The committee In charge Includ for the first block, five cents for the
her home 16 Chestnut street Satur
• Note AU New Equipment and Dishes.
second, two cents for the third and
day afternoon. The room was filled ed, Ralph Clark. Henry Lurvey, A.
one cent block with a water-heater
• Produce Raised On Our Farm in RockviUe.
W.
Gregory,
Oeorge
Orcutt,
Leroy
with illuminating gas and the doors
Installation. As a result of a series
Chatto
and
Harrison
Dow.
and
windows
were
carefully
scaled.
• All F'ah Fresh Daily From Port Clyde.
of rate reductions to this level and
Medical Examiner H J. Welsman
O. Walter Kimball who has been the operation of the block rate, the
pronounced It a case of sucide. Mrs.
F R E E F R O -J O Y ICE C R E A M with
average kilowatt hour cost to do
Davis was apparently a victim o.' assistant the past three years to
mestic consumers has decreased
despondency. She is survived by a Manager Carl Orlfflths of the En
E V E R Y 3 5 C E N T D IN N E R
steadily from 657 cents In 1933 to
dicott-Johnson
shoe
store,
has
been
son. Haiold and a grandson. John
58‘ lt
487 cents In 1938. During this
W.. witn whom she made her home. transferred to the Portsmouth. N.
same
period the average consump
Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe will H. store. He will be succeeded here
tion has Increased from 481 K-W.H.
by
Harold
Hill
of
the
Portsmouth
officiate a t the funeral services
to 702 K WH. per customer and
which will be held a t the Burpee store ’’"ho matriculated In the shoe
the average annual revenue per
funeral home a t 2 o’clock this after business under the direction of
customer from $31.62 to $34 20 ap
Manager
Griffiths.
noon.
proximately an 8 percent increase
In the annual cost In contrast with
a 46 percent increase In service ob
tained. There were no general rate
A ll p oultry raisers are hereby w arned not to put
reductions made during 1938 and
while adjustments downward may
cotter pins through the nostrils o f chickens to hold
be made from time to time to meet
B elfast, Me.
inequalities, any broad reductions
on the glasses w hich keeps them from picking one

To Meet In Belfast

Circus In A Church

V E S P E R ’ S LU N C H

OPENS WEDNESDAY, MAY II

Despondency Victim

NOTICE TO POULTRY RAISERS

COLONIAL

another. T h is m ethod is prohibited by law and all
cases w ill b e brought into Court.
LEW IS R . H A ST IN G S ,
H um an e Officer.
57-58
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“The Story of Vernon and Irene Castle”
with
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[E D IT O R IA L ]
GREETINGS TO THE PRESS CLUB

T h e State Hand E n gine But Central M aine’s Total
O utput Last Year Less
L eague Held
A n n u al
Than In ’3 7
M eeting Saturday

W aldo T y le r T ells W h y the
Electric R azor H its th e
Radio

Editor

Red Shirts Met Here

THREE CENTS A COPT

It was The Courier-Gazette's privilege yesterday to
extend a cordial greeting to the members of the Rcckland
High School Press Club, who, not content to merely study the
subject from a theoretical standpoint, came to the scene of
action to see how the thing is done—at least from the stand
point of its favorite home newspaper The students were shown
through every department of this plant, receiving a ver
bal explanation of the intricate processes of newspaperdom,
and seeing with interested and Intelligent eyes Just how the
publication gets to its readers. For example they saw this
statement leave the editor's desk; they saw It put In type on
one of the machines; they saw it proofread; they saw the
make-up man lock it into the first page form; they saw it go
down the elevator onto the press, from which It finally came to
them with the ink still damp. And the same process is followed
with every line which goes into the newspaper, a quantity of
labor which is but little understood by those who sometimes
skim too carelessly through the 64 columns which constitute
a normal publication.
The Press Club represents one of the many practical sides
of the school work of the present day, and much pride Is taken
in Its progress by Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell and Albert
McCarty, under whose direction the club functions. The Club
has Its guest speakers who discuss for its benefit practical
phases of newspaper work The students give close heed and
derive much benefit from the lessons thus taught.
The visit was but another instance of the close and
friendly relationship which exists between the High School
faculty, student body and The Courier-Gazette, a friendship
fostered by the extended High School department which this
newspaper carries and the ever congenial relations which
exist between the school and the newspaper staff.

BARROWS ON THE VERGE
Only one "if" now stands in the way of Gov. Lewis O.
Barrows' formal announcement that he will seek the nomina
tion for United States Senator, and th a t concerns the adher
ence of Senator Frederick Hale to his announced Intention
of running again. As there is little likelihood that Hale will
change his mind, it may be taken for granted that Congress
man Ralph O Brewster will have at least one opponent. The
other possibility Is Representative Jam es C Oliver of the First
District whose unusual activities of late lead to the suspicion
that there may be seme truth in the rumor that he. too, will
enter the lists. The varying reports which come from all cor
ners of the State Indicate that a real contest is In sight with
the picking of the winner no easy task.

MOTHERS' DAY TELEGRAMS
With characteristic enterprise the Western Union Tele
graph Company made another happy link with the public by
accepting Mothers' Day telegrams to any Western Union
point in the United States for the nominal charge of 25 cents.
The growing popularity of Mothers' Day recognition was thus
appealed to In a very substantial manner, and there can be
no doubt that the company's wires were heavily laden. Wc
hope so.
o---------- o
■ -o
SIX ON A SIDE
With Russia's attitude still very much In doubt, the war
game in the Orient, If such develops, will be fought by two
six-nation teams. On one side He Germany. Italy, Japan.
Spain. Hungary and Manchukuo.
On the other axe the
"peace front" nations: Oreat Britain, France, Poland, Ru
mania. Oreecc and Turkey. In the World War these powers
were lined up as follows: Allies: Britain. France, Rumania.
Greece. Italy. Russia. Japan and Serbia (which grew into
Yugoslavia!. Central Powers: Oermany. Turkey. Hungary
and Bulgaria. Neutral: Spain. Non-existent: Poland and
Manchukuo.

“The Black Cat”

By The Roving Reporter
All of th e printing errors do not
find their way Into The CourierGazette—not by a jugful, as they
used to say In the olden days. Speak
ing of the recent Chicago fire, a
Pcrtland newspaper said:
“Firemen expressed belief that
only the aches of the victims' bodies
would be found in the debris "
The meaning was apparent, but
now If the fire had been In a dental
establishment, w hi knows?
Lewiston Journal: “It m int have
been a good sermon. Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald a t Rockland first gave
it when he went to th at city to
preach 12 years ago. He repeated it
on the anniversary, this month.”
3 hey have all been good sermons
Coast dwellers will read with In
terest this item clipped from the
State C hat column of the Lewiston
Journal:
"Who has heard of kllllcks, here
In Maine? They are described as
home-made anchors for small cralt.
The only material used that requires
money Is a six or nine-thread rope,
or lobster warp, for lowering and
lifting. First, a piece of oak Is cut
shaped something like a barrel stave,
with both ends sharpened. Then a
rock about two and a half feet long
and five or six Inches through is laid
access the cak piece. Holes an inen
or so In diameter are bored on either
side of the rock. Through these ire
pushed tapering spruce sticks as big
around as the hole and about three
feet long. Knobs are left on the
ends so they cannot be pulled
through. The sticks are bound close
together with marlin, which ho.dS
the rock In place. They are tied
again in the middle and at the top.
The lifting line is fastened to fhe
ends of the sticks, and there you
have your anchor. The ends ot the
stone dig in Just like an ordinary
kedge anchor. More elaborate kllllcks are made double, by use of two
bottom pieces and four spruce sticks.
They arc for heavier craft and are
very effective The stones are locked
In lenghwlse, Instead of crosswise,
as tn the single kllllck."

Open time on straw hats was an
War dead. Preparations are being nounced yesterday, but It Is quite
made to cover the entire city with likely th at the average man will bo
the flowers, with the hope that apt to wait until the frosts are over.
everyone will Join In the observance The straw hat Jokes which originated
of the day and pay tribute to those in the Ark are being warmed over.
who gave their lives in defense ol
A Waldoboro man never drink*
democracy.
"Each poppy has been shaped with water save as an accompaniment to
painstaking care by some disabled a pill And he seldom eats any form
veteran." said Mary Dinsmore, local1
vegetable except potatoes. In
chairman. "Each one Is slightly dll- spite of those Idicsyncracies he L
ferent from the others because they an unusually happy person.
are made entirely by hand. 8oro«
Maybe I have asked thia question
are more perfect than others, due
to the varying skill of the veterans, before, but it will harm nobody to
repeat it. If you were limited to
TMIT G W L but all represent the bes t efforts of one
more meal of victuals, and could
their makers to reproduce in crepe
(■I AOLY
paper the wild Flanders poppy which have anything you wanted, what
W ill Y O U '’ , grew and bloomed along the batt.c would be your choice—lobster, tur
key, beefsteak, or anything else you
front in France and Belgium.
can think of.
V M tQ IlA N IK .IO N M \IIIA R Y
The great size of Rockland's new
A woman who now resides In a
factory may be Judged from the fact
th a t 400 gallons of paint will be re- nearby town wonders how many
_____
qulred for Its Interior decoration. Rockland persons can remembe- a
a
j
*i *l
urn
____ j Because of the many windows the building which used to be known as
A n d T h ey W ill Over*pread exterior
wm
nearly
Hamlin block. The ground fleo*'
Rockland O n P oppy D a y ,, so large—say 50 gallons.
was occupied by a store and a t one
time a private school was conduct
May 27
ed up-stairs. The building Is still in
Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
existence, and if nobody guesses its
Bright red poppies bloomed out
identity meantime I will reveal its
today at the American U-glon Home ' w» , dr
ru*£
location.
when the American Legion Auxlli- poetry and listen to some muslo at
least once a week The logs of these
ary received Its supply of the World tastes is a loaa of happlnees.—Charles , I have a picture of the old Knox
War memorial /lowers for Peppy Darwin.
& Lincoln locomotive Oen. Berry,
Day, Saturday. May 27. The poppies "WHEN WAR SHALL BE NO MORE
and would like to have the others—
hundreds of carefully made replicas Were half the power that fills the
Francis Cobb. Edwin Flye, Edward
world with terror.
of the famous poppies of France and
Were half the wealth bestowed on Bewail, Henry Ingalls and ’Thomas
Belgium, camo from Togus, where
ramps and courts.
ton.
.$«• ■W.they were made by disabled war vet Given to redeem the human mind

Poppies In Bloom

from error.

There were no need o f arsenals and
erans.
forts.
The Auxiliary's Poppy committee
The
warrior's
name would be a name
Is putting In busy hours counting
abhorred!
And every nation, th at should lift
and arranging the flowers in readi
again
ness for the women who will offer He hand against a brother, on Its fore
head
them on the streets on Poppy Day;
Would wear forevermore the curse of
Caln!
to be worn In honor of the World

“Save your pennies and come to
the fair; lots to see." T hat la the
advice offered to the editor of The
Black Cat, by Mr. and Mrs. Fred S.
True, who are there enjoying tho
sights.

One year ago: Representative
Down (he dark future, through Jong
generations,
do not appear warranted under ex
The echoing sounds fainter and Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., headed the
then cease;
isting conditions."
advisory committee selected by Oov.
And like a 'bell, w ith solemn, sweet
Barrows to confer with Commission
Under comparative statistics, the
vibrations.
I hear once mor- the voice of Christ er Oreenleaf In relation to the lob
Company reported that the total
say.
"PeaceI"
M oosehead Coffee H ouse output for the year was 522,713.520
ster rearing project.—Charles W
and no longer from Its brazen Littlefield, formerly of Rockland, was
AND CABINS
kilowatt hours, as compared with Peace!portals
OPEN FOR THE SEASON
537.648.520 In 1937. The total num The blast of war's great organ shakes elected a director of the General
the aklest
Steak and Ulilcken Dinners
ber of customers served Increased But beautiful as the songs of the Im Foods Corporation.—Rockland stuSandwiches and Salads
mortals.
I dents won many honors at the EastThe holy melodies of Love arise.
GREENRUXE,
MAINE from 89 246 In 1937 to 91,722 for the
year Just ended.
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow • erh "Maine Music FestivaT in p eifer.
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THREK-TIMES-A-WF.F.K

I their grandmother and uncle near
East Union where they wlil remain
] for an indefinite time,
] Mrs. Prank Pierce of Portland
' spent last week at her farm near
j Mirror Lake. Mr. Pierce was here
for the weekend,
1 Mrs. Viola Pnney of Auburn
spent the weekend at the home of
her brother T. J. Carroll.

ROCKLAND IN LAST PLACE

Every-O tker-D ay
Inominated without opposition last j He is a scrapper all right ns he
June. The Courier-Gazette names boasts.
t
,
him as one of the possible can d i The senator distinguished him 
Fred O w en G ives the Cur dates for Council from Knox county, self in the last term by the speech
rent G ossip C oncerning next year. There is also talk that he made against the proposed mem
he may have opposition If he seeks orial to Congress in favor of the
Several C_____
ounties
a second term to the Senate. I Townsend Plan. Senator Kennedy
Fred K. Owen, political editor o f , ,' l,vp nn lt*ea
wou't*n t m a* denounced the plan and then some,
the Sunday Telegram thus reviews ^ lialize hut I don t know how he and as a reward for his effort he
the senatorial situation in K nox[w111 get along as a candidate lor got a unanimous vote against the
!the Council if he decides to seek the proposition. To further stress the
Lincoln and Waldo counties:
1place. He will of course have plenty Senate approval of the stand he
• • • •
took the Senate unanimously voted
I don’t know whether he plnns t o 1of competition in that case,
run again or not. but I am told th a t ; The Lincoln county Senator Ls El- to send copies of the address to the
Representative Alden C. Stllphen is'ton H Lewis of Boothbay. Senator five Maine representatives in Congoing to run for Senator. Mr. S til-] Lewis has had plenty of legislative gress. If the Washington statesphen is House chairman of the com- experience. H p was a member of .man read the Senators address,
mlttee On highways and was prom-1 the House in 1917 and again in 1931.' they will know what the Maine Seninent in legislation the last term
1933 and 1935. He was a member of ate thinks about the plan, although
In Hancock county the situation the Senate in 1913 and now Ls back that may make no difference to
Is somewhat in doubt. Represents- tn that body after a 13 years interim them. So as a t present announced
live Hervey R Emery of Bucksport [ it used to be Senator Graves is the there will be three candidates for
i told me during the session that he ralnking member of the Commlt- Hancock's two senatorshlps.
1would be a candidate for Senator] tee on Highways and If elected to
in the next primaries. So far as I the Senate would probably be chairGOV. BARROWS IN
l have been informed none of the man. The present chairman. Sena-1
Gov. Lewis O. Barrows yesterday
[of running. But the complication candidate for re-nomination, for a declared that he would seek Repub
, that arises here Ls th at Senators fourth term . Should he be nom- lican nomination in 1910 as candi
Rae Oraves of Northeast Harbor ] mated and elected he will seek the date for the U. S. Senate if Sena
and Senator Jeremiah Kennedy of Senate presidency which will leave tor Frederick Hale holds to ills a n Lamoine may want to run again, his place on the committee vacant.i nounced decision not to again seek
I asked both of them about their]Of course, if he .shouldn't be elected re-election,
plans during the session and each there will be a vacancy anyway.
)
-------indicated that they might seek I asked Senator Kennedy what
Sharp reductions in prices at
third terms, which is getting to ]was his idea of running again. His Burdell’s Dress Shop—One lot suits
be rather more common now than;answer was. “Well if they w ant a to close out. reduced to $8,75—one
The Knox county Senator is Al- fighter. I will run. ' Afterwards he lot dresses to $2.95 and $4.95—one
bert B. Elliot of Thomaston Mr.'raid that he expected to be a can- lot string knit blouses to $159. LuElliot had served two terms in the]didate. T he Lamoine senator has cten K Green & Son and Burdell's
House and is now completing his always had opposition in his county Dress Shop. 16 School street. Roekfirst term in the Senate. He was but also he j*as always come through land. Tel. 540.—adv.

Oscar Greenrose died Saturday
night
at his home on the kiln road.
Thou, Lord, wilt bless the right
He
is
survived by his wife, sons
eous; with favour wilt Thou com
While Thomaston Goes Swimming On With
George
and Jo hn and four grandpass him as with a shield. Ps. 5; 12.
children. The funeral will be held
Fifth Straight Victory
at the home Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cushman of
At The High School Houlton were guests Sunday of Mrs.
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
j walk, fielders choice and two erCushman's parents, Mr, and Mrs.
Tuesday—Camden at Vinalhaven.' rors. Vinalhaven made nil 16 hits
Fred Parker.
ST O N IN G T O N
Friday—St. George at Thomas- in the same innings as the rilhs
Miss Emily Counce went Sunday
Cora
Gray
has
returned
from
(By The Pupils)
ton,
Vinalhaven vs. Lincoln (double- were scored.
to Cape Rosier where she will be
Madison where she passed the win header) at Rockland.
Brown put on a fine pitching exemployed for the summer.
• » • •
hibition striking out 20 and each
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike ter.
At the assembly which was held
one of the visitors went down at
Supt. John Dunton of Guilford
V esteiday's Results
Wednesday this week Instead of and William Counce motored to
1.,
once
via the strike-out route.
passed
the
wedPend
here.
At
St.
George—St.
George
Cape
Rosier
Sunday
for
a
visit
with
Tuesday a concert was given by the
The batting And fielding of JohnHarry Colby has been ill with Rockland 3.
orchestra, band, Girl's Glee Club, Oliver Counce.
At Thomaston—Tliomnston 10.' son St George center fielder, feaThe 4-H Club met Friday night grippe the past week.
and the Boys' Glee Club. The piano
Lincoln
Academy 2.
at
the
home
of
Miss
Blanche
Col
accompanists were Geraldine Nor
Robert McGuire has moved to
ton. Ruth Seabury. G rant Davis, lins Some of the girls worked on his Oceanville home.
llic League Standing
and Stanley Murray The orchestra their sewing. Cake and cocoa were
The Laides’ Aid met recently and
W
L.
served
at
refreshment
time.
Mrs.
opened the concert playing “Spirit
elected as officers: President, Ida
0
5
of St. Louis," led by Shirlene Me- Levi Morton iGlenys Collins* a for- Stinson; vice president. Georgia Thomaston
2
1
Kenney; "Echoes from G ran d ; mer Club member and daughter Coombs; secretary, Dorothy Mc- Vinalhaven
2
St.
George
3
Opera." orchestra led by Mrs. Es- Donna wer(* special guests.
Caulely; treasurer?. Lorena Kline Camden
1
3
The Sandblooms of Bilton. Mass, chaplain. Georgia Staples.
ther Rogers; “Benjamin Franklin
Lincoln
<
1
3
March. ’ orchestra led by Shirlene were weekend guests of John AlMr. and Mrs. Percy Canham have Rockland
4
1
McKenney; "Vo Ho For the Rolling tonen Sr.
been visiting their daughter Edna
Friends in town of Mrs. J. L. W il
Sea," Boys' Glee Club. Mr. McCarty
St. George 10. Roekland 3
at the home of Mrs. Susie Cousins.
leading; "John 'Peel," Boys' Glee son. wife of a former pastor of the
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Parkhurst
Rockland High made a brave
Club. Mr. McCarty leader; "A Night local church were saddened to learn
and Joyce have returned to their showing in first half of first inn
of Dreams," Girls' glee club. Mrs. of her death. She was killed in
ing at St. George yesterday, but
home in Unity.
Esther Rogers leader; "Morning.” an automobile accident while r e 
Mr. and Mrs. Harved Small and never again saw home plate. In the
Girls' Glee Club. Mrs. Rogers lead turning from Florida. Mrs. Emma
Mrs. Annie Richards attended the [last half of the first St. George
er; "In Line of March." band, led Leach had recently written to
Maine Music Festival Saturday i n : trotted four across the pan. and
by the Drum Major. Verona Mur friends here of meeting Mrs. W il
Brewer.
[ liked the idea so well that it rephy; "Recreational Overture, band, son In St. Petersburg this winter.
! George Eaton caught the first peated the performance in the secj J. Dunbar has been confined
led by Mrs. Rogers. Ione Louraine
haTTbut of the season recently. It ond inning. The score:
was in charge of devotions and Pearl to the house by a cold.
St. George High
Evelyn
w?18hed
165 pounds.
Arthur. George, Ernest
Ijponard announced the program.
chll- I
Adelia Leach who |*assed the
ab r bh tb po a
• • • •
__ _ ___
Edith and Barbara
Douglas,
Back into his stride. Phil Brnwi^
The Rockland High School bowl- ] ^ n ‘of"‘i . and' Mrs Ernest Doug- , * ‘nter with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey ] Cant, 3b
»f Vinalhaven fa its 20 baiters
( Wil-1 L wehnt Sunday to the hom e of Candage has returned to E a s ,, Mills lb .
ing team, consisting of Virginia
Bluehill.
Johnson, cf
11s, Captain; Edna Gamage Evelyn [
■
lured for the visitors. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. George Pinnete | Dowling, ss
Willis. Mary Cross, and Ruth Ward. wePg ,n being able to visit the local
2 3 made one of the greatest catches
are at the home of Virgil Grass.
Wiley,
c
won the championship for the bowl- Western Union office. The pupils
0 0 ever seen in a high sc lux*1 game
Hugh Barour is recovering fro m . watts, rf ...
ing season at the Coinumnity Build- [ i,ad the opportunity to observe mes2 1 when he raced full s[>eed to his left
an attack of grippe.
Seastrom. 2b
ing.
i sages, sent and received, and to
1 0 to reach Haskell's line drive takThe Last Matron's Club met r e - , Baum. If
• • • •
I learn .something about tlie different
4 2 ing the ball waist high while still
cently at the hOme of Ena Flfield Kinney, p
Angelina D'Agastino has been j types of machines. They are very at West Stonington. Margaret Me- j
--------------------------travelling at Tull speed. The drive
secretary to Principal Blaisdell this Jgrateful to Manager Gardner for
37 10 8 9 27 11 6 would have been good for at least
Guffie was co-hostess and W M.
week Office boys this week were thLs opportunity.
Susie Gross was guest of hono;. I
two bases.
Rockland High
Howard Edwards. Raymond Scott.
Dowling also pulled off a fine play
ab r bh tb po a
At
tlie
Wednesday
morning
asOfficers
elected
were
Presiden
James Smith. Bertram Snow. Er
in the fourth when he came in to
sembly
of
Senior
High.
Principal
Nellie
Webster;
secretary
Florence
oiover.
c
.....
nest Dondls. Russell Smith, Fred
take Conway's short pop-up bark
Chisholm, cf.p
erick Ranqutst. and Charles Huntley. Blaisdell had the privilege of giv- Wallace treasurer Vallie Smith.
of the pitching mound and while
ing to those Seniors who had worked ! Dr. and Mrs. Horaee Haskell. small. 3b ......
still off balance throw him out at
Recently at Rockland High School on the Press Club for four years Marion Krentz and Jean Hillard Billings, ss ....
first. The score:
pins,
a
token
from
the
Press
Club
.
were
recent
visitors
in
Orono.
winchl)'gh.
rf
the coaches of the schools in the
Vinalhaven
to
them
for
their
good
work
done
|
Mrs.
Gerald
Sturdis
is
visiting
her
chapies.
ib
Knox County Grammar School
ab r bh tb po a
during
th
a
t
time.
Those
receiving
mother
in
6awns
Island.
Kalloch.
2b
League. Lawrence Daily of Camden,
Alley 2b .
6
them were Maude Johnson, Ione I Mrs Essie Torrey is caring for pjsher. 2b
Clayton Smith of Rockport. John
Dyer,
cf
..........
5
1
Lizzie
mall
who
is
very
1
1
1
.
I Ellis, p
Rossnagel of Rockland and Colby Louraine. Felice Perry, Earl SukeHaskell, ss ...
Mis. Margaret Young was called storfr c
1
forth.
Ellis
Hastings.
William
Weed.
Wood of Thomaston, met and made
to Providence last week by the
cf
Brown, p .......
the following schedule of grammar Norma Havener Sylvia Webster.
death
of
her
father
Benjamin
]
p
agP
jf
Hamilton. 3b
Katherine Delano, and Mildred P e r
school baseball games:
N Johnson, c
rin.
I
®wa'n
Wednesday, May 3—Camden at
• • • •
j Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Flye of
33 3 5 5 24 14 5 Rc.-en. If ......
Rockport
At a recent class meeting of the Northeast H arbor were recent visi- St. George
4 4 0 0 0 1 0 1 x—10 Chilles. rf ...... 3
Wednesday. May 3—Thomaston at
Seniors it was voted to have the tors In town
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0— 3 Osgood lb
Rockland
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Saw yer' Two-base hit. Wiley. Base on Conway rf
class banquet at the New Hotel
Tuesday. May 9 —Rockland at
Rockland on June 7. Norma Hav have moved to their new home in balls off Ellis 3. Struck out. by i
Rockport.
Kinney 7, by Chisholm 5. by Ellis [
ener is to give the class history. Sunset.
43 18 16 18 27 5 3
Thursday. May 11—Camden f.t
Ralph Cowan class prophecy, and j Mrs. Clara Hamblin who has been 1. Hit by pitcher. Page. Umpires. I
St. George
Thomaston.
George Roblshaw and Inez Bowley passing the winter with her daugh- Monaghan and Mealey. Scorer.
ab r bh tb po a
Wednesday, May 17—Thomaston
fhe class will. The graduation will ter Mrs. Evelyn Flye at Northeast Don Matheson.
5 1 1 1 1 5
Cant3b
at Rockport.
be held on June 15 at the Com- Harbor is home for the summer,
• • • •
Mills, p ...
Thursday, May 18—Rockland at
munit.v Building. The ball is to be ] Mr. and Mrs. John Wallace were
Vinalhaven 18. St. George 4
Troup. 2b
Camden.
held at Oakland Park on Ju n e 9. recent guests of the I. L. McIntyres
Coach Nutting held a three hour w.ley, c ....
2 12
Wednesday May 24—Rockport at
batting practice session the day Dowling ss,
and the baccalaureate in the Meto- at Blue Hill.
1 1
Rockland.
dlst Church on June 11. the ad 1 Mr and Mrs. Milford Collins have before the St. George game and II Watts, rf ...
Thursday, May 25—Thomaston at
dress to be given by Dr. G uy Wil- returned from a visit with relatives i was just w hat the boys needed a s ; Johnson, cf
Camden.
in Bluehill.
j they hammered out an 18 to 4 de- ]Seastrom. 2b ss 4
Saturday, May 27—Rockport at
cision. Hamilton and Johnson led Baum. If ........ 4
Camden.
j the attack with three hits each. Kinney, lb
3
Wednesday. May 31—Rockport at
Alley. Haskell Brown and Conwav
-------------------------Thomaston.
, got two hits.
37 4 9 11 24 13 7
Thursday, June 1—Camden at
I St. George belted the ball hard Vinalhaven, . 0 6 0 0 3 0 4 5 x—18
Rockland.
' in the first inning getting four hits St. George . 2 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 — 4
Tuesday. June 6—Rockland at
for two earned runs. They got anTwo-base hits. Wiley Johnson
Thomaston.
other
run
in
the
third
on
an
error
<
3t.
George), Alley. Hamilton. SacAll are 7-inning games to be
and
Johnson's
double.
In
the
rifice
hit,. Dyer. Strike-outs, by
played at 4 on days scheduled, A
fourth they scored their final run Brown 23. by Mills 8. by Dowling 1.
small admission wil be charged to
on a walk, stolen base and Mills' Bases on balls off Brown 1, off
help defray expenses involved.
hit. In the last five innings Brown Mills 6. off Dowling 1 Wild pitch.
| allowed but two men to get on base. Brown. Hit by pitcher. Hamilton.
The senior class has chosen "Build
Vinalhaven won the game in the Left on bases. Vinalhaven 10. St.
for character and not for fame" as
second when they banged out five George 7. Umpires. Anderson and
their motto for the year.
hits to produce six tuns aided by a M. Simmons. Scorer Johnson.
• • • •
The Junior Business Training
H-v
BROWNIE S HOMER
classes were very fortunate last
WHAT'S A WATERSPOUT*

F la v o r you’ll e n jo y

SALAM
TEA

p A IN T s ’ V

1 I

1

Zfggp y<7*/ PROUD o f y o u r H o m e
Q u estion : Som e tim e ago
white and shiny that it made
com parison. So w e decided
the purpose. W e have been

w e b ou gh t a n e w electric refrigerator. It was so
the w ood w ork in th e kitchen and pantry dingy in
to d o it over, u sin g an expensive w h ite enamel for
k e e n ly disappointed in the w a y the finish h a s /

turned yello w , w hile the refrigerator is still a s w h ite as sn ow . Isn’t there an
enamel m ade for this purpose that will stay w h ite and not discolor so badly?
— Mrs. B. R. L.
A n sw er: Yes, there is, en d it is less e x p e n siv e than you m igh t think, consid
ering the unusual w h iten ess and sm ooth, g lo s s y finish it w ill g iv e you.
W hen electric refrigerators w e r e first m ade, the m anufacturers had a lot of
trouble in finding a finish that w o u ld stay w h ite and not be affected by contact
with greasy hands. D uPont “D U L U X ” is b e in g used today b y the majority o f
refrigerator m anufacturers, becau se they h a v e found it to be th e answer to al!
the requirem ents for a satisfactory finish. W h ile it is baked on the refrigerator,
the sam e general type of finish is available for u se as you desire in an easily-ap
plied air-drying finish, under the name of ’‘D U L U X ’’’ Super-W hite. Y our
painter is no doubt familiar w ith this product, as most painters are today. It
the surface to be refinished is in good con d ition , except for y ello w in g , one coat
of ’’D U L U X " Super-W hite m ay be all that w ill be needed to giv e you a s a tis 
factory job.
A n d w e know y ou will lik e it, for dirt, d u s t and other foreign material
simply c a n ’t stick to it and ft’s as easy to clean a s a china dish.
’’D U L U X ’’ Super-W hite, either G loss or E gg-Shell finish, m ay be obtained
from J. A . Jam eson C o ., at R ockland. If you h a v e any q u estion s, ask "Painter
Pete" at J. A . Jam eson Co.

One of the finest games ever seen
Waterspouts are tornadoes over
on the Maine State PrLson grounds water are fairly common, probably
was played Sunday between the hundreds occurring every year, but
State PrLson nine and the Rock- they are not common to the Indi
land Pirates. Freddie Lacrosse and vidual observer, say.s "Nature M aga-1
Ralph Olsen hooked up in a piten- zine." Many sailors have never
er's duel with Lacrosse having the seen one.
ledge until the last o f'th e eighth
In thc Middle AgCs wat
ts
inning. At this point he had al- were wneraUy
to
Myl
lowed the prison nine only one hit creatures. The name “dragon" conand struck out 13 batters, but with , inued
apphed fo them )ong
two out an error was made and a aftcr this
was dLspeHe<1 Even
walk and two hits that loaded the as recently as the last thirty years
bases. Brownie the prison catcher lt was common for sfamen
trj.
hit a home run with the bases load- !Pnd a cannon ba„ through one ,n
ed and won the ball game 4-2. Ol- n)e belief this would break It up.
sen and Lacrosse wene very -stingy A wateTspout forms at cloud level
with their hits. Olsen allowing thre- ; with a vortex ln vhc atmosphere
and Lacrosse four Score by inn- This Is caused by two streams of air
in8S'
flowing in opposite directions, or at
M S P ......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 x—4 ('ifferent speeds. ThLs conflict
Rockland
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0—2 s;a rts the rotation. The air in the
Batteries. Lacrosse and Wink. Ol- voitex cools by expansion, and water
sen and Brown.
vapor conder.. as to form a funnelshaped cloud. Whirlwinds that start
on the surface of calm water are
P L E A S A N T PO IN T
not true watersjjouts. A waterMr. and Mrs. Oeorge Cooley were spout may be vertical or may inrecent callers at L. O. Young's. }cline at various angles.
Constance Knights ls ill with
Since the water in a waterspout
whooping cough at the home of her is condensed from the air, it is algrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. ways fresh water. I t is not sucked
Maloney.
Iup from the ocean and then dropped
Mrs. W. W. Hall is visiting in in a deluge when the spout colSalem. Mass.
lapses. Much ocean spray, of course,
Miss Eliza Cook celebrated her (is churned up a t the base of a
81st birthday Friday. Her niece.!waterspout. But unless a ship Is
M'rs, Charles Stone and Mrs. Stone’s ]close to this base the water that
son CharTes, spent the-day With h e r.1falls on It from a waterspout as it
| She was the recipient of many use- breaks will be fresh. — Herald
; ful gifts.
j Tribune.

For The Senate

T$4$HM$Tf» HLU1E MSHTillTTTil I ${T

a n if O th e r

Value $23 95

VALUA LE
P R IZ E S

M A Y 1 5 -1 0
NATION-WIDE

COFFEE KS

with an Autom atic 2-Slk«a Taaatar — • twaat
»»«»«•» — tbraa M lu h d u ta i — the Day
n u ll and tout amallet
.. .
la» Uaya to match

C O M P L E T E PU LES ON T H E BACK

u21«

11 o z
CANS

15c

ORANGE PEKOE
L$ LB PKG

33c

FA R G O LD O R A N G E JUICE .
NATION-WIPE TEA .

2

29< -

GENERAL KNOX

M O R G A N D IS H C L O T H
with jone-lb. pkgs.

B

RELISH SPREAD 2 ’ a°rI 1 9

c

GENERAL KNOX

STALEY'S

SALAD DRESSING 2 * ^ 1 9 c
GOLD FLAKE

PEANUT BUTTER . US 2 5 c

CUBE STARCH

BOSCO

LARGE CAN SEALECf MILK
FREE

8»17<

1 t OZ

2 3c

C A M P B E L L 'S T3 u i« °
NATION-WIPE CHOCOLATE PUPPING

4

LARSEN'S V E G -A L L .

2

.

.

.

PKGS

19c

CANS

23c

CON-I-SUR
H OZ
CAN

CORNED BEEF

19c

STERLING

C H E E 2-IT CRACKSe s
/B

F IG BARS

2

LBS

23c

! LB

15c

NATION-WIDE

COCOA

G O O D LUCK L E M O N PIE FILLING

.

1U8E

2

POY-AR-PEE SPAGHETTI and MEAT BALLS 2

19c
cans

23

c

ST. CLAIR A ALLEN—OLD FASHIONED

NATION-W IDE

PEPS and CHECKS

VANILLA or LEMON
1 oz
BOTTLE

19<

LUX FLAKES .

.

bag

9c

SANDWICH SPREAD

can

9c

RATH

SOUP M IX
.

.

SMALL
PKG

2

PKGS

10c - l?pkge 2 2

LUX TOILET S O A P .

N A T IO N -W ID E

.

S E R V IC E

4

bars

2 5

19c

c
c

GROCERS

E very-O ther-D ay

R ockland C ourier-G azetfe, Tuesday, M ay 16, 1939

P a g e T hree

These fish arrivals were recorded
There will be no circle supper
team were Francis Adams of Nor
A TRIBUTE
FRED E. ACHORN
NORTH H AVEN
preceding the Miriam Rebekah at Feyler's wharf yesterday: F an
way. Carlton Nowell of York, Bryant
The Buddy Poppy Day appeal of lodge meeting tonight.
During the day and night watches
nie Belle, 20,000 pounds', Elsie,
The death of Deputy Marshal Fred
John, young son of Mr. and Mrs. Bean of Bryant's Pond, Margaret
•‘COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
the
VP.W.
in
the
Thursday's
issue
of
the past week, the lifeline of a
24.000;
St.
Michale,
6000;
Dirigo
E.
Achorn,
briefly
announced’
in
the
Albert
Beverage
recently
underwent
Steimetz
of
Orono
and
Barbara
SHADOWS BEFORE”
May 17-20-High School student* go of The Courier-Gazette stated that
First. 12,000; Mishawaka, 14,000; fin appendix operation at Knox Farnham of Bangor. They were Saturday Issue of this newspaper brave man has been slowly slipping
In
Recorder
Harding’s
court
yes
jd tour to World * Pair.
He is gaining satisfac entertained at the lodge. Mrs. Elea brought expressions of deep and Its moorings. The c ra ft and its
Muy 18 -South Thomaston—Special “al^ poppies are manufactured by terday Melville Welt of Rockport Truck, 3000; three small boats, 6000; Hospital
town meeting.
hand by disabled veterans at Togus.”
torily.
nor Thornton's and the parsonage. universal regret from all parts of the precious cargo has gone out, of our
was found guilty of assault and b a t
May 19 Warren—Senior play "Aunt
Members of thc Baptist Men s
Susie Shoots the Works," benefit Junior I wish to say that all Maine hand tery upon his mother-in-law at
Through the kindness of Mrs. city. The high regard in which he mortal light, but th at it has found
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Turner
were
high school building.
made poppies are manufactured at Rockport May 13 He appealed League are in full training for the
Btimpson and Mr. Walker they mo was Ik id by every body xs a citizen, a fairer land and a certain reward,
May 19—Rockport—Junior class play.
visitors in town tlie past week.
'The Blue Boy" at Town hall.
the American Legion, Poppy work
strawberry
supper
Thursday
night,
and commendation of the manner we do not for a minute doubt Many
from a jail sentence of 30 days.
Mgy 22 — Northport — Play "Don't
Victor Walker has as guest his tored about the Island Saturday
which always marks the conclusion
in which he hxs served the city hearts are saddened, and all lips
Darken My Door" by Grand View shop a t Togus. therefore can be
afternoon.
The
Christian
Associa
mother who is spending several days
Orange Dramatics Club.
distributed only by the American
of the season; Expectant also of
through its police department was are raised in the tribute. "He was a
tion
at
the
University
is
under
tlie
May 23—Appleton—Community Club
The annual meeting of Congre
here.
Legion and its Auxiliary.
fair at Riverside hall.
good man." Yes! Perhaps we took
another fine address by the League's
voiced on every hand.
direction of Albion P. Beverage.
gational Woman's Association will
May 25 - Camden—High School Follies
Mrs. Mabel Crockett who has
Catherine
Libby.
founder Rev. W. J. Day of Winthrop
The funeral services will be held him for granted and forgot that
at Opera House.
Mothers’
Sunday
brought
out
ft
be held a t the Beech street home
May 26—Plano Irecltal by pupils of
President Unit No. 1
Mass. Another feature will be the been a surgical patient at Knox fine congregation. The flowers were at the First Baptist Church tliLs aft goodness means also heroism,
Edna Gregory Rollins ln Unlversallst
of Mrs. Alvin C. Ramsdell W ed
Hospital, returned home Saturday.
vestry.
election of officers.
especially beautiful arranged by ernoon at 2 o'clock, Rev. J. diaries strength cf purpose and self denla’.
nesday afternoon at 3 o'clock. A
May 27-Am erican Legion poppy day
John
W.
Trott
is
having
a
fort
George Palmer of Rockland is Mrs. Ervin Simpson. There were MacDonald officiating. Mayor Ed He would have been the last to ad
May 30—Memorial Day.
May 30—Union—Zone Rally of Nara- night’s vacation from his duties as social hour and tea will follow the
In Municipal Court yesterday engaged in paper-hanging and carnations in memory of Mrs. Alice ward R. Veazie, ex-Mayor Leforest mit he was admired and loved by
rene Young Peoples Societies and Sun
business session.
Roger Young of Camden was before painting for O. D. Lermond & Eva Crabtree given by the family; A. Thurston, Chief of Police Arthur his friends or that the extraordinary
day Schools, at High School auditorium manager of Maine S tate Employ
May 39—"Montpelier" opens for the ment Service's Rockland office.
Recorder Harding, charged with Son. Mr. and Mrs. Gershom Wal white pinks and jonquils given by- D. Flsli and former Chief of Police thought and care he gave his neigh
season.
Representatives of the G ranite
May 31 - Appleton
Commencement
breaking, entering and larceny in den of Camden arc occupying Mrs. Mrs. Winona Brown in memory of Almon P. Richardson will serve xs bors, was anything but part of the
exercises at Community hull
Carleton Gregory, who graduates Cutters Unions were in conference the night time at the home of Cora Lermond's bungalow. Mr.
June 6—Dance Recital by pupils of
her mother Mrs. Vesta Mills; and honorary bearers, and Patrolman day s work. He wxs one of RoezDoris Heald School of Dancing at Rock from tlie Providence Bible School with the manufacturers a t the Lawrence Morton in East Union. Walden Ls employed as mxson for
gladiolas
in memory of Mrs. Jennie Carl A. Chrlstofferson and Roland laud "Finest" and we feel sure, in the
land High School.
Parker House in Boston last week.
Probable cause was found and he O. D. Lermond ft Son.
June 7—Senior class banquet at the next week, has been assigned to the
j Sukeforth. former Patrolman Neil E. Fields of Paradise, Re will find
Lermond given by her family.
New Hotel Rockland
Knotty Auk Baptist Church in An Tlie result of their deliberations was was held for the November Court,
June 9—Rockland High School Com
Wendell
Howard
returned
from
An excursion by 28 Higli School ; Packard ond Special Officer Frank beauty, peace and refreshment be
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MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
ly what Is wanted in music and his
side of tlie paiier
trout salmon and togue being taken. weeks.
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
success Is explained in part by ihe
Well, thc “Captain Kidd'' Is firw.Show Timex: Every Evening 7 A 9. ly in the water. Went overboard personnel of his orchestra, beaded
by Danny Patt, peerless operator on
Matinerx Saturdays. Sundays
Sunday noon, and may now be seen
the accordion with Levi Flint at tlie
A Holidays a t 2.30. Daylight Time
eft the Public Landing riding like a
drums. Steve Kessell. bass viol. Ray
black duck. Tlie second episode of
TUES.-WED.. MAY 16-17
Newton, banjo Al French, saxo
ycung Lucien Green's launching had
One of the great apt ion films
phone and talented Al Korplnen
its features. Tlie sponsor. Doro'hv
of the season
with his guitar. Mr. Prescott, him
Sherman, learned hoy tough a glass
JAMES CAGNEY
self is everywhere, seeing to it that
bottle may be. for she swat one thr»e
HUMPHREY BOGART
the dances are wholesome, yet full
times oil the bow of the Captain
ROSEMARY LANE
of
pep and ginger.
DONALD CRISP Kidd before its contents were re
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And
then
the
craft
went
in
overboard cradle and all. and young
“T H E
Lucien discarding shoes and stock
O K L A H O M A K ID”
ing. w at'.l into the cruelly cold
waters
to take the infant out of the
THURSDAY ONLY. MAY 13
cradle His subsequent war dance
at
LIONEL BARRYMORE
to restore circulation, was a feature
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
We never do things by halves
V. F. W . HALL
in itself. The fire alarm added io
W. C. FIELDS. MADGE EVANS
OVER NEWBERRY'S
the gaycty of nations, sounding off
down here a t headquarters and
MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN
Ju*t a the Captain Kidd slid down
we’re not going to start with
in
W E D N E S D A Y N IG H T
thc ramp.
Charles Dickens' immortal story
Straws.

TALK OF THE TOWN

A CORRECTION

L IF E !

IHS'JRWa
FLOORS

E D W A R D O ’B .

GONIA

TEL. 710
4 6 7 M A IN S T .

WALDO THEATRE

M a k e Y o u r H om e
a C ita d e l
of H e a lth an d C om fort

New 1939 Straws.

Our store is bulging

PENNY BEANO

“D A V ID
C O PPE R FIE L D ”

B E A N O T O N IG H T
7.30 o’clock

A M E R IC A N LEG IO N

BORN
Wile.—At Portland. Muy 12. to Mr.
nn-1 M's Willi Stiles. iMnry Carter)
Is. r.i rly ol Hiiniiuston. .« dunghtcr.
Y i.l:—At Vln.illnncn, May 14. to Mr.
and Mr, Donald York a son
Web-ter—At Vlmilhnvcu. May 13. to
Mr and Mrs Cv tl Webster, a son
Winslow—At R ic k ’aml May 11. to
Mr. mid Mrs Charles M. Wlrslow. a
son Georg" I/'lght in

Twenty Regular Gomes; Also Special
MAUItlFI)
Gaines
Door Prize
Stanna ad-|trid — Al Gray. April 39.
z
Admission 25 Cents
John Stanwood cf Brunswick. mid Mar
4Ttf garet Retd of Tenants Harbor.

SAVE FIVE DOLLARS
On every new set of teeth ordered
during this month. Make appoint
ments for Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday. Office over Newberry’s 5c A10c Store. Telephone 415-W. '
* DR. J. 11. DAMON, Dentist
52-tf

BURPEE’S
M O R T IC IA N S
A m b u lan ce Service
TELS.

SMAMD 7U-1

M l-368 MAIN 8T. ROCKLAND
Ll8-tf

Ki bhin'-Nilrs—At Rockland March 12.
by John Outstln J P . John I. Rob
bins and Carrie Niles, both <1 Rock
land
DIED

Macintosh—At Boston. May 13. Ernest
C. Macintosh, of Vinalhaven. Inter
ment in Vinalhaven.
I. Blanc—At Togus. May 15. Frank
Oliver LeBlan'. Services nt the Rus
sell funeral home, Thursday at 10.30
a. m.
Baum—At Clark Island. May 14. Mary
(Grierson) widow of Joseph Baum, aged
82 years. Funeral Wednesday at 2
o'clock from Clark Island chapel.
Burial in. Wileys Corner cemetery
Fish—At Camden. May 15. Clarence
A. Fish, aged 52
Funeral Thurd.say
at 2 o'clock from residence.
Davis—At Rockland. May 13, Alice
Amelia, widow of Warren A. Davis,
aged 74 years. 24 days. Funeral today
at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral home
Flood—At Rockland. May 15. Grace
Austin, widow of Alvin H Flood. Fu
neral Wednesday at 2 o'clock, from
Burpee funeral home.
Greenrose—At Rockport, May 14. Os
car A. Greenrose, aged 71 years. G
months. 22 days. Services at the Rus
sell funeral home Wednesday at 2 p
m. Interment ln West Rockport.
Grover—At Rockland. May .15, George
W. Grover, aged 65 yedrs. 7 months, 2?
days. Services at the Russell funeral
home Thursday nt 2 p m Interment
ln Sea View cemetery.

with them.

Everybody W elco m e
Here Is a rtork that is a sloek . . .
so complete that if you try on all
these hats and still don't like a
Straw, you’d better stick to a
Felt.

DANCE
G len C ove
W E D N E S D A Y N IG H T
D an ny Patt and N o v elty

Com panion Lavatory, Nao A n g le B a th and O n a-P irce Cloaut
w ill make any bathroom really beautiful.

Sailors from new ports . . . Pan
amas as pliable as putty . . . that
need only a face to get into pic
tures . . .

with A merican Heating Equipment
and S ta n d a rd ” Numbing Fixtures

B oys
They're all here . . . watching
■J,

DANCING 9.00 TO 11.30

the memories of discomfort, trouble and high fuel bills caused
FORGET
by your worn heating plant last w in te r . . . forget the inconvenience and

every man who passes th e door to

DOOR PRIZE
58'lt

see If it’s you.

embarrassment of the old plumbing fixtures . . . for now you can have mod
ern,.carefree heating and new. beautiful plumbing fixtures on new liberal
terms.
You will be surprised how little it will cost to enjoy the trouble-free com
fort of A m f .k ic a n Heating the beauty and convenience of 'Standard'
Plumbing Fixtures in vour bathroom and kitchen. Your H eating and Plum b
ing Contractor can help you plan new heating and ‘plumbing, arrange
financing and provide the skilled workmanship so essential to satisfactory
service and health protection. Call him today!

Maybe cool today, but it'll soon hr
hotter than—well, it's a good time
to buy.

Straw s

I iiil nur exhibili at the New l o , 4 H " o ,/d 'j Fair and C oldea C e l t Fspotilioa

from $ 1 .5 0 to $ 3 .0 0

& merican c S ta n d a rd

Panam as

A m bulance S ervice

R

adiator

^ a u ita v j

$ 4 .0 0 to $ 5 .0 0
R U SS ELL
FUNERAL H O M E
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL.
ROCKLAND, ME.

c o r p o r a t io n

9tt

M-tf

GREGORYS

AflCOFlAMI BAIANCKD
Oil IURHIII UNIT NO. 11
C o m p letely autom atic, economical
oil burning u n it th at supplies both
beat and hot w ater.

NEW YORK
SUNBIAM

A IK C O N D IT IO N IN G
Tor A ll F u e ll - C ool, O il. G as

H eats, filters, humidifies, circulates
the air in w inter. Provides cooling
ventilation io summer.

PITTSBURGH

Rollers nnd F u rn a c e s tor Coal. O il, Gas
•
R adiators
•
P lu m b in r. Fintures and
F ittin g s • A ir C o n d itio n er* • Coal & Gan W u te r H e a te ra • Copber Pipe
and F ittin g s
• Oil B u rn e rs
• Heating A cceaaoriea
•‘upTrlsiit

Mas 1S39

American Radiator aud Utandanl Sanitary Corporalion

Every-O ther-D ay

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Tuesday, M ay 16, 1939
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Benner, Mr. and Mrs. John Dvorak
Jr., Mrs. Hilda Bomes and Mr. and
Mrs. Harold David. Mr. Tait re
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New York, dealt a set of rules for a McMinnville, Ore., and Mr. and has been a recent visitor in town. attending the Pythian convention
new game, and became the father Mrs. Floyd E. Miller of Salem, Ore. While here he was a caller at the in Augusta.
The New England Music Festival certo. Eight violinists are an
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Sidney Vlnal has returned from a
have been recent guests of their home of Mrs. Jennie Benner.
of baseball.
te to be held in Worcester, M ass. ) nounced: KreLsler. Yehudi Menuhin,
Misses Margaret Ashworth and few days' trip in Boston, motoring
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Cadet Abner Doubleday was mere cousins Misses Susie Storer and
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Anne Ashworth of St. Johnsbury. there with Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. on Friday and Saturday, May 19 Erika Morlni. Robert Virovai Zino
ly simplifying the current game of Lottie Storer.
Kaminsky,
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Telephones have recently been Vt., visited over the weekend with Clair Chase of Newton Centre. and 20 This wiii bring about 5.000 Francescatti. Anatol
town ball, played with thirty or
Mass, who had spent several days senior and junior high school mu- ! Mishel Piastre and John Corigliano.
more to a team and featured by the Installed in the residence of E. L. Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
Ji
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mank spent at their summer home in this town. stcians and several hundred music It will be Krelsler's first appearance
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in
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and
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since
March
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Mrs. Addie Giles of Thomaston Bentley School of Accounting in other interested adults to Worces 9 and 10. 1922. Francescatti and
The Freshman Class entertained
day told the local boys, there would
46
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be only 11 to a team, and put-outs the three upper classes at a dance was guest Friday of Mrs Jennie Boston, passed the weekend with ter The beautiful Municipal Mem Kaminsky are debutants. The for
1 43
1 u.
could be made by tagging or throw and social in the gymnasium Fri Benner. Callers at Mrs. Benner's his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest G. orial Auditorium will be the head mer. bom in France, although young
47 i 46
home Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Starrett.
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ing to the base. Wagon tongues, day night.
quarters. On Friday afternoon has already made an Important
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Miss
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Mr.
Joseph Tait was tendered a sur
rake and axe handles and tree
auditions will be held in several career throughout Europe and South
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branches were converted into war prise party Friday night by Mrs. and Mrs. Cyrus Maxey and child Trone and Charles Schaller are auditoriums where different classes i America. Kaminsky is only 20. He
clubs—regular bats did not appear T ait in honor of his birthday. Those ren Marion, James and Christine named judges in a contest Thursday of bands, orchestras, choral groups, was bom in Siberia from where his
&
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between the men and women mem- 1small ensembles and soloists will family to avoid the war fled to Harpresent were Mr. and Mrs. Ken all of Thomaston.
until 1845.
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Baseball spread slowly from
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Cooperstown. Not until 1842 was it Mr. and Mrs Wayne Heald. Mr. and given Thursday night in honor of has been selected from each group, tlnue through Saturday morning Paris. Soon after he came to New
1 r
brought to wide adult attention, Mrs. Richard Ralph. Miss Barbara Mrs. Warren Colwell by Mrs. Wil with Jesse Mills. Walter Leavitt and The grand concert will be held in j York, subsidized by a group of
59
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and
Mrs.
Wayne
Heald
Charles
Copeland
representing
the
the Auditorium Friday evening at people stirred by the boy s excepwhen a group of New York young
men played it on the site of the the National League, formed the at the home of Mrs. Hilton. Guests men. and Mrs Dora Maxey, Mrs. 8 o'clock, when the outstanding or- tlonal talent. He was enrolled at the
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cant.)
present Madison Square Garden. Eight-Club League the following were Mr and Mrs Henry Hilton, Nettie Copeland and Miss Cora ganlzations of the six New England Dalton School where he was found
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Knickerbocker's which lasted two years and ended Colwell and Wayne Heald. Mrs. Maxey is in charge of the women's at 2 p. m. a parade will form at 1Simultaneoualy he studied with
•-Sacred bull of
49- Superlative suffix
17-Want
America's first baseball club. The in the finish of their own league Colwell received many gifts. Rc- team and Mrs. Lula Libby the men's. Lincoln Square through Main street Paul Kochanski. until hte death,
Egypt
50Bent
19- Recline
and
later
of
the
American
Associa!
freshments
were
served,
Mr
and
Mrs
Edwin
Copeland
to Chandler to the Public School then for a period with Zimballst,
following year, this crack outfit
62-Crlmton
21-Wearing away
't-Resiste authority
| Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Miller and lately returned to Wiscasset from Athletic Field where band drills. I Persingei. and at the Institute of
played the first official game of the tion.
3-Fortiflee
53-Aeslsted
23-Place af tamparary
The National League expanded daughters Mary and Nancy were St Petersburg. F la . and Mr. and baton swinging contests and a con- Musical Art. For the past two years '5-Sevtr
55-Exchanget
abode
new sport with a pickup team—the
57- Oarling
25-Tumult
New York Club—and lost 23 to 1. in again in 1892. absorbing four of the guests Bunday of Mrs. Miller's Mrs Judson Soule of Wiscasset were cert by a massed band of one th o u -. be has been a pupil of Hans Lett. (•-Sloped
•-Propeller
58- Dry
27-Journcya
four innings. In those days the clubs from the late American As- mother, Mrs. William T. Spear in recent guests of Mr and Mrs. Albert sand under the direction of Dr. Three more soloists are listed for !O-Stake In cards
59- Playing card
29- Rlver In Scotland
Peabody.
winning score was set before the sociation. Baseball was on the up- Portland
Ernest L. Williams of Brooklyn. N. the season: Emanuel Feuermann 52-Jeer
60- Local position
30- Prafix. Before
and Joseph Schuster, cellists; and !3-Solitary
Mrs Rosina Buber, president, Y.. will take place.
33- Land measure
game; the number of Innings didn't grade until 1899. when the Spanish-1 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger of
34- Raved
!4-Hareh
American
War
made
money
scarce
Philadelphia
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Siguard
Rascher.
saxophonist.
A
Mrs
Edith
Spear
vice
president,
and
The New England Music Festival
m a tte r.'
VERTICAL
35- Outdoor game
’6-Precioua
stone
and
forced
the
league
back
to
its
]
Harry
Stenger
of
Hartford,
Conn,
Mrs Ruby Allen, patriotic instruc Association actually began about professor at the Royal Danish Con ?7-Drinke spirituous
By 1851, several other clubs had
37- Approached
are spending a few days in town.
tor in the E A. Starrett Auxiliary, 1923 when Mrs. William Arms Fish servatory, Rascher is a saxophonist
liquor
38- Piacad out
been organized. Competition grew eight-club system.
1- A worm for bail
40- lmprudent
Lieut. Cedric Kuhn of Portsmouth S.U.V.. have been named a commit er and Clifford Buttelman organ who has won serious musical recog 28-Land measure
As baseball entered the twentieth
steadily—until differences of opin
41- Humor
2- Greek god of war
30- Seed costs
ion on rules arose. In Massachu century, Ban Johnson rose to promi- n . H , visited Friday and Saturday tee in the Auxiliary to have charge ized the first festival which was nition for his instrument; he has Si-Course of food
3- Prison rooms
42- Cried
nence.
Former
sports
editor
in
Cin|
his
mother
Mrs.
Bessie
S.
Kuhn.
toured
all
of
Great
Britain,
the
of
the
annual
Memorial
Day
services
setts, base runners were still being
held in the Boston Arena John
32-Medlcinal substance 5- Father (Latin)
44-Blrds (Latin)
6- lmitated
|46-One cubic matar
S4-Aecend
soaked with the ball. All over, bat cinnatl, he had become president! Miss Ellie McLaughlin of Stam- which will be held on Memorial Day Philip Sousa was massed band con Continent, and Australia.
• • • •
36-lreland
7- Seeure
47-Oriental Inn
ters were calling the strikes, slow of the Western League, now planned fOrd. Conn., has been visiting at her at the Soldiers' Monument This is ductor. and there was a parade from
8- Nicer
39-Heron-llke bird
50- Box
While
the
following
is
not
in
a
new
major
league.
In
1901,
he
j
home
Item
the second consecutive year the Boston Common to the Arena.
ing up the game and wearing pitch
10- Sailing vessel (pi.) 51- Pointed weapon
41-To cut grass
the
line
of
music.
I
cannot
refrain
banded
clubs
in
Boston.
Chicago.
Mrs.
Maude
Clark
Gay
president
I
Auxiliary
has
been
sponsor
of
such
ers to a frazzle. These drawbacks
11- A dwarf
43-Mean cowardly
54-Allow
The keynote of the 1939 festival
iS6-Pertah
person
12-Carolled
were eliminated by the National Baltimore. Cleveland. Philadelphia.| of the Maine Federation of Wo-I exercises Much interest was mani- is: "Music for Every Child Every from giving it at this time when
Association of Baseball Players Detroit St Louis and Washington men's Clubs returns today from fested last year in the affair, and it Child for Music,” the solgan first the countries across the water arc
(Anawer To Previous Puzzle)
so involved in war clouds. It is
after its organization, in 1858. Um- ' into the American League Balti- i gen Francisco where she has been Is hoped that the community as a
coined and adopted by the Music
from Dr. Henry Emerson Fosdick's
W A S H IN G T O N
pires came into being, the first ones more was replaced by New York attending the General Federation whole will feel the same this year.
Educators National Conference.
famous
“Apology
to
the
Unknown
I Conference.
Mrs. Lizzie Waltz will be chairman
wearing silk hats and frock coats the following year.
Hope it may be possible for Es- j
Mcc'o-.nak Merry Makers 4-H
An "unofficial" World Series was I Mr. and Mrs Stuart Hemingway of the circle supper Thursday at th ! [ther Rogers, who is doing such Solidier" given as a sermon at the Girls' Club met recently at the horn" s
on the diamond.
c o b
hb
Baseball
popularity
soared. held between the pennant winners returned Monday to Syracuse after Montgomery rooms, auspices of the splendid work as music supervisor Riverside Church in New York on of the leader Miss Louise Linsco'.t
Nov.
12,
1933.
It
ranks
“with
the
Schools took it up. Amherst and of the National and American passing several days at their sum- Baptist Ladie' Circle.
in the schools of Rockland. Rock
with an attendance of 13. Gladys
Tickets are on sale by the mem port and Camden, to attend. I great indictments of War produced- Greirson, Ruth Orierscn. and Mar
Williams played the first collegiate leagues in 1903. with the Boston mer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson bers of the senicr class for the play know that Mrs Rogers attended a by the sublime rage of human com jorie Miller were admitted to mem
h s h d b e e
game in 1859; Amherst won 66 to Americans victorious over the
32, in 26 innings. Even during the Pittsburg Nationals, live games to who have been guests several days "Aunt Susie Shoots the Works," to portion of the Eastern Music Educa- passion” as Vera Brittain says in bership. The club voted to have □
b q d
Civil War, the game won new fol three. So favorably was this series, of his mother Mrs. Annie Thomp- be presented at Town hall Fridas W jtors Conference in Boston (March her "Thrice a Stranger. "
penny collection at each meeting
'•Do
I
not
have
an
account
to
set
lowers. At the siege of Vicksburg, received by the public that the j son returned Monday to Dorchester, benefit the junior high school build 14-17) and brought back many in
The next session will be May 19 at
q s s
tle between my soul and him? They
ing fund.
baseballs were tossed back and leagues amiably Joined hands and , Mass
spiring ideas for her work in the
the home of Esther Grinnell and
□ 3 3 0 03013
Prof. Albert Whltemore, Jasper local schools. These festivals and sent men like me into the camps Batbara Grinnell of Stickney Corner
forth between the Northern and formed what is now the National) Mrs. Oliver Wood and children
HHOB B S ftS H I lH H O a H '
Southern lines during a lull in hos Association of Professional Base- ' Oliver and Carol returned Monday Spear and Harland Spear we»e conferences are a vast education to awaken his idealism, to touch
Mrs. Edith Overlock, who spent
those secret, holy springs within
ball Leagues, to represent thy to their home on Mcdomak Terrace home over the weekend from Uni In themselves.
tilities.
the winter in Augusta, has opened
him so that devotion fidelity, loyal
• • • •
After the war. amateur and seml- minors. They aso created a na- after spending the winter months versity of Maine
SO U T H W A R R E N
her Iron : cn Hibbert Ridge for the
professional teams were numerous. Jttonal commission to arbitrate
Bermuda. They were accompanBeautiful jonquils seen Bunday} ^ l t z Kreisler. Vienna-born, has ty and self-sacrifice he might go summer.
Madolin Bradford of East Friend
lied here by Miss Jane Wood of morning at the Congregational Announced his Intention of becom- out to War. O War. I hate you Mrs F o .rn ce Oumpert of New
Among other tactics, they were ferences.
most
of
al)
for
this,
that
you
do
ship
is at the home of Mrs. Annii
Church
were
sent
by
Mr
and
Mrs.
“
hg
a
French
citizen.
Although
a
Amid
this
harmony,
a
discordant'
Philadelphia,
using the wrist throw, pioneered by
York arrlv-J at The Firs Thursday
The local Boy Scout Troop Corn- Newell Euglev. in memory of Mrs. familiar figure on the concert stage lay your hands on the noblest ele to superintend alterations in prep Rogers while the latter has employ
James Creighton, of Brooklyn in note was John J. McGraw's refusal
ment in the office of the Mors
1860; and the sensational curve, In-[ to match his G iants against tt^ m l tte e met Wednesday night and Sarah B Engley and Mrs. Jane M. in the United States. Kreisler has ments of human character, with aration for um m er occupancy
which
we
might
make
a
heaven
on
Boat Building Corp. In Thomaston.
Boston
Red
Sox.
in
1904
Boston
i
elected
Richard
W.
Gerry,
a
memlived in Parte in recent years. He
troduced by Arthur Cummings, of
Hahn.
Mr and Mrs. Claybura Stickney
earth,
and
you
use
them
to
make
a
studied
in
French
conservatories
Several Good Will Orange mem
Brooklyn, in 1867, after he got the claimed the world title by default. *ber of the high school faculty as
Mia- Winona Robinson, student at
of Libert J) were recent visitors at the
The Giants came back in the classic ■Assistant Scoutmaster of the troop. University of Maine was home over and is an officer of the French hell on earth instead. You take home :f Mrs. Cora Stickney.
bers attended Wednesday the 40tl
idea from billiard playing.
even our science, the fruit of our
Legion of Honor.
One of these teams, the Cincin series of 1905. however, to beat the Plans also were made for the an the weekend.
Fon-du-lac Chapter. O.ES., ac anniversary observance of Wessa
dedicated Intelligence, by means of
•
•
•
•
nati Red Stockings, came out openly Philadelphia Athletics four games nual Camporee which will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dudley and
cepted a recent invitation extended weskeag Orange In South Thomas
June 2-4 Inclusive a t Augusta.
as the first professional club in the to one.
family. Joseph Robbins and Geral- 1 The Philharmonic-Symphony So which we might build here the from Orient Chapter. Union. Mem ton.
A
new
league,
the
Federate,
made
Rachel Overlock. Doris Maxey am
country gamering 57 victories and
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Stahl have dine Rcbbins of Wilton. N. H , were ciety ol New York will open its 98th City of God. and using it ycu fill bers who responded were Mrs. Nellie
one tie. Their principal sta r its appearance in 1913, played the returned from Florida where they callers Saturday at the home of Mr season on October 12. As usual, all the earth instead with new ways of Lincoln. Mrs. Nellie Crookcr. Frances Olive Pales entertained Thursday a
amassed *1.400 th a t season; others next two seasons, and passed out of passed the winter.
and Mrs. Jesse Mills, on their way to subscription concerts will be given slaughtering men. You take our Crooker, Marguerite Payson. Doro a surprise dinner at the latter'
existence.
Baseball
experienced
no
Mrs. Lucy Sanborn of Portland ' Rockland to spend the weekend wltn in Carnegie Hall. John Barbirolli loyalty, our unselfishness, with thy Cramer. Margaret Calkin. F. L. home in honor of the birthday c
drew from *600 to *1,200.
will return for hte third year as which we might make the earth
The Red Stockings disbanded in further difficulties until 1919, when was weekend guest of her daughter, relatlves.
Ludwig. Mr. and Mrs George Ames | Jeannette iRoMnsor.. The dlnin
beautiful,
and
using
these
our
fin
permanent
director
of
the
orchestra.
1870, Just as many other profession the Cincinnati Reds upset the high Mrs. Charles Sprague
Mrs Charles Conant attended the
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Turner. San room was prettily decorated wit!
Mrs. Annie Robbins of Thom funeral services in Camden Sunday During four weeks In the course of est qualities you make death fall ford Cargill, Mrs. Augusta Creamer, pink and blue streamers and an ex
al teams were being organized ly favored Chicago White Sox.
Charley Comiskey, the “Old Ro aston has been recent guest of Mrs. for George Ryder, her uncle. She the season he will be relieved by- from the sky and burst up from the Mrs. Carlton Weaver. Nina John cellent dinner was served. Mrs Rob
Ten of them formed, in 1871. the
guest conductors Georges Enesco sea and hurtle from unseen am
National Association of Baseball man," owner of the White Sox, im Fred Burns
motored there with Mr. and Mrs.
ston. Mrs. Cora Stickney. Mrs. Jose inson received a gift from thos
Serge
Prokofleff and Albert Stoessel buscades 60 miles away; you blast
mediately
launched
an
investigation
Mrs. Wilbur Hilton entertained Arthur Starett.
present who included Mabel Mills
Players, and drew up a champion
Twenty-six Instrumental sololsu fathers in the trenches with gas phine Finley and Clara Overlock
ship schedule, with nine cities that uncovered a deal between Sox a t bridge recently Mrs. Warren Col
Two lovely bouquets were seat
Mr and Mrs Maynard Jourdrcy Edna McIntyre, Martha Kalloct
represented: New York, Boston, players and gamblers, and eight well. Mrs. Wayne Heald and Mrs. Sunday to the Baptist Church. The have been engaged for the season while you are starving their child werc recent callers cn friends in Rosa Cutting. Dora Maxey. Berth;
Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Troy, C hi players were openly dropped from Henry Hilton.
Lovejoy, Harriet Hahn. Susie Hahi
white carnations in memory of Mrs. i among them 8imon Barer. Rober*. ren a t home with blockades; and North Waldoboro.
Casadesus, Walter Giesektng. Myra you so bedevil the world th at 15
the
Chicago
club.
After
this
scan
‘
Mrs.
Oladys
G
rant
and
Mrs
cago, Cleveland, Rockland (Illinois),
Edna Overlcck. Doris Spear. Ollv
Sarah Starrett, were from Oscar E i
Miss
Oloria
Light,
daughter
of
Hess, Emest Hutcheson. Vladimir years Hfter the Armistice wp can
and Fort Wayne (Indiana). The dal, drastic action was needed if Wayne Heald were guests WednesMr. and Mrs. Roy Light, who has Braaler. Rose Marshall. Ora •
Horowitz. Sergei Rachmaninoff and not be sure who won the War. So
Leavitt. Annie Bucklin. Lula Libb.
Athletics, of Philadelphia, won public confidence was to be held. day of. Mrs. Warren Pearl In North jigm Flint.
been ill. Is convalescing
Rudolf Serkin,
Accordingly,
organized
baseball,
in
Waldoboro.
I
Mr
and
Mrs
Rllssen
Cooney
o
f,.
, _
_pianists.
. , Ethel Bart-. i unk In the same disaster are victors
the first title.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Robbins and Laura Copeland. Nettie Copelan'
Mrs Lydia Colwell and Miss pianedome. N Y . are at their sum- 'efL
?nd J,°6e‘ and vanquished alike. If wars Mr. and Mrs. Oilbert Doughty of and Emma Norwood
The Bostons copped the next 1921, appointed Federal Judge
antf Roe-a Lhevinne. in two-piano were fought simply with evil things,
four championships in a row—and Kenesaw Mountain Landis as high Constance Colwell were visitors the j mer home here.
About 70 were in attendanc
appearances. Castelnuovo - Tedesco, like hate, It would be bad enough, South Hope were recent visitors at Thursday at the meeting of Ooo
• • • •
so aroused club owner W. A. Hul commissioner of baseball. Judge past week at Mrs. Roger Cowley's
the
home
of
Mrs.
Edith
Light
the Florentine composer, will make but when one sees the deeds of
High School News
bert, of Chicago, th a t he bought Landis immediately barred the in Wiscasset.
Clifton Lelgher te visiting at the Will Grange. Supper was in charg
hte
first visit to this country next war done with the loveliest faculties
Leslie Soule has been in Pitts
The Press Club presented for the
four of the Boston stars for his eight players form baseball for life.
Liberty home of hte parents, Mr of Edna McIntyre. Cora Roblnsm
Baseball's popularity spurted up field where he visited his son, Del assembly Wednesday a pantomime year, and will be soloist in the world of the human spirit, he looks into and Mrs. E. A. Leigher.
own team. Chicago annexed the
and Bertha Lovejoy A feature o
“The Light Went Out." In the cast premier of hte Second Plano Con- the very pit of hell."
title in 1876. T h a t same year, H ul again. To make the state of affairs mont, who has been ill.
Htll and Valley Boys' 4-H Club the program was a fine drill by 1
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hilton and were: Arthur Hilton; Gerald Hilton,
bert called owners of western clubs still happier. Babe Ruth—former
met recently at the home of Rod young girls In costume, calling them
together and started the National Boston Red Sox pitcher, later a New Mr. and Mrs. Warren Colwell visited and Philip Hutchins. Joel Anderson Starrett. and the mixed bouquet of Ernest Erkklla te In charge of the ney Boynton. Six new members selves "The Wooden Soldiers." Thleague. Is original objectives being York Yankee slugger—slammed out recently in Lewiston and Farm was the reader and Jerome Hilton snapdragons and carnations from tickets.
were admitted. A social committee were from the Baptist Church 1>
Prod Kenniston. In memory of the
was sound effects man.
The first baseball game of the sea chosen for meeting of May 19 will Thomaston. The pregram for th
to curb gambling, drinking, and 59 home runs, in 1921, for an all- ington.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold David were The Civics Class under the super late Alice Kenniston.
son was played Monday with Rock consist of Kenneth Austin. Richaid next two meetings te of a mysterl
other abuses and “make baseball time record. Baseball's prestige
Richard Bucklin has completed port. W arren lost 6 to 1. How Kenney and Sanford Jones; refresh ous nature, especially to the par
, guests last Tuesday night of Mr. vision of Mr. Hancock is beginning
playing respectable and honorable." rose.
Other heroes have followed in and Mrs. Wilbur Hilton.
a project which will include a his course at the Aeronautical Uni ever, it was the first game and the ment committee, Ieroy Orinnell and tlcipants.
Stiff competition for the National
Mrs. Esther Lee and Mrs. Martha scaled model of Waldoboro. I t Is versity in Chicago, and Is located boys are not discouraged.
League arose, in 1882, with th e rapid succession. Public Interest
Rodney Boynton.
The sophomore class held a class
founding of the American Associa has held its peak. At least 25.000- Calderwood entertained the Homc- hoped that the model will be com- with the Lockheed Co. in Burbank.
SPR UC E HEAD
tion, operating in six cities. Eight 000 fans watched major league base Jnakers Thursday night in the^pieted In time for the school Ex Calif., where he is learning sales meeting recently and voted to pledge
BR EM EN
manship.
*10 for the Junior High School sub
hibition May 26.
other cities formed the American ball games in action during 1938; Methodist vestry.
Mrs. Charles Parker of Minli
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Alley of East scription drive.
Alliance, and still another eight countless millions watched lesser, The local Boy Scout Troop were The Science projects of the Ju 
A daughter. Elizabeth Helen, was is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elbrji
hosts at a party Wednesday night nior High have been judged. Ken Union were callers Sunday at the
At a Student Council meeting re
promoted the Union Association. games.
born to Mr. and Mrs. John Burr De- Simmons.
All of which indicates that Coop in the Star Theatre. Robert Fair- neth Cole won the eighth grade home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pea cently it was voted to have tlie Talis
The International League, first of
Mrs. Callie Morrill entertained
O ra w of Fairhaven, Mass.. May 11
man rose as the school flower to be
the minors, had been organized in erstown will draw goodly atten brother of Winslow Mills enter prize and Joseph Stafford won the body.
at St. Luke's Hospital, New Bed two tables of cards Thursday nU
Mrs. Clarence Peabody and infant worn at graduation.
1877 by J. A. Williams, of Colum dance for its Baseball Centennial tained with a magician act . Games seventh grade prize.
ford. Mrs. DeGraw 1s the former honors going to Mrs. Margaret T
Celebration, starting May 6th and were played. Guests present were The Junior High girls have or daughter Inza have returned home
A ball game played Wednesday be
bus, Ohio.
Miss Frances Stahl, daughter of ney and consolation to Mrs. A
from Knox Hospital.
tween Warren and South Warren
The catcher’s mask was now In ending Sept. 4th. Williams-Am Mrs. Ralph Pollard, Elise Marrho, ganized a soft ball team.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Stahl of Allard. Luncheon was served.
• • *•
• • • •
found the Warren team victorious Broad Cove. Bremen.
use. James Tyng, of Harvard, ob herst, West Point-Colgate, Union- Esther Black, Sarah Ashworth,
Mrs. Cora Murphy of Wollast
Highest Ranking Students
High School Aetivitles
by a score of 9 to 5.
jected to exposing his face behind Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute Elizabeth and Marie Fitch, Peggy
Mass., and Mrs. Margaret Tin;
On the Honor Roll at the High
(By Madeleine Haskell)
Russell Smith has been elected
the bat. Fred Thayer, Harvard are a few of the games planned., Jameson Helen Boggs, Barbara
of Quincy. Mass., are on 10 di
C L A R K ISL A N D
Movies, eponsored by the W. C. manager of the baseball team.
captain, obliged by having a tin  Other attractions are numerous and Plclnlch, Lauren Osgood, Edmunds School are:
vacation at the Tlnney cottage.
MRS. MAURICE JONES
Post graduates — Ella Rider; T. U. and the State Police were
Tlie Junior class will conduct a
smith fashion a cage patterned varied—including, of course, base Barnard and James Creamer. Scouts
Mrs. Carleton Allen and N
Correspondent
after a fencer's mask. The glove ball’s Hall of Fame and Doubleday present were Joseph Brooks Jr„ Wil seniors. William Fitzgerald, Gertrude shown a t the High School recently candy sale this week.
Irene Allen of Rockland called I
by Mr. Coney. The first picture en
came into general use five years Field. There will also be a balloon liam Fitzgerald. Stewart Pollard. Newbert, Eleanor Winchenbach.
The pictures of Palestine will be day on their aunt. Mrs. L. C. Elw
Juniors—Neil Mills, Louise Mc titled "The Pay-Off" showed the III
after Charley Waite had worn the ascension by Leo Stevens, of Coop Donald Heyer, Arthur, Harold and
given at tlie hall Saturday night
U N IO N
Mr. and Mro Herbert Elwell <
first one, amid a lot of kidding-. The erstown, who, a t the turn of the John Kennedy, Edwin Black. Fred Lain. Joyce Porter, Priscilla Storer. effects of alcohol to the mind and
at 7.30.'
Mrs. Vincent C arr were buslr
The W.C.T.U. meets Thursday at
first big mit was pioneered by Buck century, built the first motor- erick Scott, Thomas Lee and El- Sophomores, Vera Jameson, Mona body. The second picture dealt
visitors Saturday In Rockland.
Winchenbach. Freshman, Arthur with the dangers of speeding and 2.30 at the home of Mary Ware.
Ewing, of the New York Giants, in powered airship in the United. pier Ac horn.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Mann i
HOPE
Mrs. Guy Waltz is visiting her Burgess, Robert Creamer, Inez Hil showed where most accidents occur.
States.
1890.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland
When Colonel A. G. Mills suc Drop in anytime. Cooperstown is daughter Mrs. Arland Simmons in ton, Mary Miller, Ernest McLain, Both films were greatly enjoyed by
A trip to Palestine by means of Camden were In town Saturday
LIN CO LNV ILLE
Bessie Stahl.
the student body. Mrs. Mathews and
A spiritualist meeting, with lec colored pictures will be a t True’s a visit with friends and relativ
ceeded W. A. Hulbert as National a short drive from U. S. 20, about Waterville.
Mrs. 8amuel Bigelow who lias
Grade 8—Urban Borneham. Frank the grammar school pupils were ture and seance, will be held at the liall Wednesday a t 7.30.
League president. In 1882, he tried midway between Syracuse and Al
Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Ram
Old Church a t Lincolnville Center
to establish friendly ties between bany. Even if you care little about been visiting her slaters Misses Boggs, Jr., Edith Burgess. Frances guests.
and daughter Mildred of C
Plans are being made to repeat the next Sunday a t 2.30 and 7.30.
his own group and the American baseball, Cooperstown will appeal to Addle and Celia Feyler has re Creamer, Pauline Creamer, Joyce
“The Western Record" tells of a Elizabeth were weekend guests
Fitzgerald, Barbara Picinich, Ernest senior class play, “Aunt Susie Shoots George Hoxie of Lincoln will serve man who, returning from a prayer Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Simmons.
Association. He drew up the first you as the scene of James Fenl- turned to Lowell, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Becker and Fitzgerald, Arthur Kennedy, Elise the Works," May 19. This is to bene a t speaker and message medium. meeting service, said to hte wife:
national baseball agreement. Then. more Cooper’s tales and as popular
In 1889, the National Brotherhood summer resort country.—By Rich son "BBly” of Farmington spent Marcho, Joseph Stafford,and Louise fit the subscription drive for the All are invited. A silver collection “We had a glorious meeting tonight! COUBIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
new Junior High School building. will be taken to defray expenses,
Of Ball Players broke away from ard Paine in The Buick Magazine. Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Wil Teague.
I spoke three times."
- w a - w w —
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time and make the water front look 1
N O R IH P O R T
rather ragged.
I hope you all have as gcod a j J. Frank Par’ridge died Sunday
Mrs. E tta Teel who spent the
f t ft ft ft
N ot Justified S o Far A s winter in South Hiram returned
In Belfast.
dish of dandelion greens as we had ,
MRS OSCAR C LANE
D iseased Fish and the home Wednesday She has as
John Ingles who spent the winter
tonight, tender and delicious, with
guest her sister, Miss Edith Gil
Correspondent
with
his son Mervin Ingles went
Poor
C onditions
A re more.
a piece of pork cooked In them. | T u ^ y
t0 Bridgeport. Conn
Ivan Nickerson of Springfield
Concerned
Yum.
weren't
they
tasty!
!
where
he
has
employment.
Miss Lenata Marshall has a r 
Early spring is the best time to
Mass, is visiting his parents Capt.
rived from Portland for the sum  set strawberry plants; the earlier
Speaking again of what I have I Mrs. Ethel Clarke and son Rae
Completing a survey of the food
and Mrs. Roy Nickerson.
mer.
observed along the highway, I wish ' were Bangor visiters las'. Saturday,
the better after the soil has been
Mrs. Jennie Patterson, has re and parasitic habits of seagulls the
Mr. and Mrs. John Stevens of prepared.
to speak of the small pines planted | Mr and Mrs. Elmer Oxton wer»
turned from New York where she University of Maine Co-operative Rockland, also Miss Melba Ulmer
• • • •
in the cut lit west Warren. A man in Rockland last Saturday on a visib
and her daughter Miss Eliza P at Wildlife Research Unit practically
"Greenbacks from green pastures"
and friend of Thomaston were re
was at rested for taking some of! Iffix Alice Sheldon recent ly acterson, were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
is becoming the slogan of many
absolved these birds of all blame cent guests of Mrs. Eldcn Davis.
tlie.se Japanese pines, which were companied Mrs. Fred D. Jones and
Donald Patterson.
poultrymen and turkeyinen In New
set out by the state in their beau- j
Russell of Belfast ,0 Ban!{or
Newton
Broadbent
and
son
Irving
for
diseased
fish
and
poor
fishing
Mr. and Mrs. William Bissett of
tlfylng plan. Ever since they were where they attended tlie Penobscot
York
state.
arrived
a
t
their
cottage
Wednesday.
Portland are visitors at Mrs. Mar in certain areas. Reporting to In 
• • • •
set I have noticed each spring some j Valley stam p Mpeting Club
Arthur Davis is passing a few
garet Bts.set t s
land Fish and Game Commissioner
Wisconsin
is
the first state to have
of these trees washed out by land
weeks
in
Criehaven.
Misses Laura Young and Jesgie
Miss Jessie Lowe, visited S atu r Oeorge J. Stobie, who requested
a law governing the use of electric
slides. Then they lie there with
Mr. and Mrs. Allison Wilson and
Young of Lincolnville spent last
day In rRockland
I fences. That law, which went into
the study Unit leader C. M. Aldous
their roots exposed and die.
children visited relatives Sunday in
Saturday with Mrs Abbie Ramsey.
5(rs. i I^ tra rd Greenleaf and
effect in October, 1938 makes it the
If these trees were worth plant
said it does not appear that the Gardiner.
daughter ©orinne were Rockland
Mr and Mrs. John Woodrow and
I flying and tail erect, hurrying ing, aren't they worth caring for?
duty of the Wisconsin State In 
presence of gulls at Inland lakes
"What shall I feed my pet crick | across the highway before my wheel.
visitors Saturday.
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Packard of dustrial Commission to provide
A few’ minutes' work would reset seven children have moved to Bel
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Jones, need cause alarm to any fisherman. Camden were In this community re regulations as to the construction, et; his song is growing weaker and Of course I wouldn't have run over
these trees and give them a chance fast. William Hills has bought and
is off pitch, I think he is hungry,"
returned Saturday to Belfast.
Specific charges that the birds cently for visits with friends.
the little rascal, but the huge truck to survive until they arc well rooted will occupy Wadlln farm which
inspection and use of such fences.
one woman wrote the New York
frene Ames spent the weekend in destroyed many game fish for food
Mr. and Mrs. Mont ford Ames of
behind me would. Another morn Arrest a man for stealing a tree. | they Vftcated
Extension Service.
“Feed him
Camden with Capt. and Mrs. Roy and infected others were not upheld Pittsfield. Mass., are spending a few
The amount of mulching m ater
ing a warbler was pulling grass but let spring with her washouts j Mr and Mi s Arthur Wood of
Ames.
by the experts. On the other hand weeks in the cottage owned by ials used in Maine orchards in ac rolled oats or bits of apple or pota roots in lieu of worms which were destroy all she pleases. Is that i Camden spent last weekend with
to," answered Dr. R. W. Lieby, the
Miss Elizabeth Hopkins was in due to their scavenger qualities they Frank Towle.
1Mrs. Oeorge Fletcher.
still in their winter sleep. The common sense?
cordance with the agricultural con
extension entomologist.
Rockland Saturday.
were declared in their present num
Rev. and Mrs Duncan Regers
warm
sun
had
thawed
the
anew
Nancy
S.
Savage
Mrs. Charles Monroe died Friday servation program is Increasing
• • • •
Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist went S at bers "a distinct asset.”
who
have been residing nt Saturday
rapidly. According to A. K. G ard
from a clump of grass and tlie small
night after a long illness.
Extension Bulletin 258, "Bac
urday to Boston.
Cove have moved to Lincolnville.
A summary of the stomach con
ner
extension
orchard
specialist
yellow
green
songster
was
finding
THE
COUNTRY
IS
SAKE
Allen B. Craven of Boston spent
terial Wilt and Soft Rot of the Po
Tlie community was saddened to tents of 62 birds taken from 11 in
He will continue his work here as
244 tons of mulch were so used in
his breakfast there.
the weekend at his cottage
tato." is a new bulletin of special
learn of the death of Ernest C. Mac land lakes revealed th at fish con
The
late
John
S.
Wise
of
Virginia,
usual.
Recently I observed two crows
Mrs. Lillian Coffin has returned 1936. and 1434 tons in 1937. P re  importance to potato growers. It
intosh which occurred May 13 at stituted 76.90 percent of the feed
"Don't Darken My Door" a threeruslied into the efflee of Speaker
liminary
figures
for
1938
indicate
and
a
red
headed
woodpecker
hav
.
.
home after passing the winter in
j tells how to recognize this new potlie Lahey Clinic in Boston where with white perch making 36.08 per- W oo(,fortjj.
that over two thousand tons were
ing an earnest, discussion in the top Thomas B Reed at the Capitol one j act comedy will be given May 22 by
I tato disease and describes methods
he recently underwent a major op cent of that total. Sunfish were
of a tree. They did not seem to be day 40 years ago and demanded: (j,e Dramatics Club of Grand View
Tlie Ernest Wentworth family has so used last year.
j of eradication. It is issued by th?
eration.
Tlie remains will be next with 10.10 percent while only
• • • 9
fighting,
but merely discussing bird • Who's running this government ' a range at the hall at Birch Crest,
resumed residence In Rockport, hav
’ Extension Service. University of
brought here for services and inter 2 percent were trout and salmon.
Orchard men In Cumberland,
gossip The woodpecker would look anyway? I conic up here on busl- . Dancing will follow the play with
ing occupied Mrs. Lillian Coffin's
Maine, Orono.
ment. Obituary deferred. Mr. Mac Black bass made up 4 percent of the
York. Androscoggin. Kennebec and
up at the crows and remark "Krak! ness with tlie Secretary of State. Mr : music by Pliilbrook s Orchestra
intosh was a prominant business total but examination showed that house during the winter.
Blaine from Maine J call to pay mv
other counties are reporting th a t
Two types of Improved Yellow- krak!" and the black feathered
man of this town.
respects to the Acting Vice Presi
many of this specie were dead be
some of their trees have been in
birds
on
the
branch
above
would
LIFE WORTH WHII.F
eye beans are grown In Maine, says
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R
The auditorium of Union Church fore being eaten.
dent. Mr. Frye from Maine. I wish
IFor Ths Oourler-OasetUI
jured by mice th a t have gnawed
nod
their
heads
and
answer.
“Caw!
Mrs. Iva Burgess of the Maine
was filled Sunday in observance of Parasitic study failed to reveal
and live wc must.
Saturday morning was coll here, away large areas of bark. The Agricultural Experiment Station. caw!" Perhaps they were discus to consult the leader of the United : dvt WP would —
States Senate. Mr Hale from Main". |ThenJive
and
Mother's Day. Decorations were a r much evidence th at gulls are re with four degrees of frost.
remedy is to treat the wounds w ith
sing
the
weather!
One is the bush type and the other
tistically arranged by the flower sponsible for fish Infections and di
I
would
talk
over
a
tariff
m
atter
!
Then
live
we
should
not Juat be dust,
The birds returned unusually
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith and j bordeaux paint, grafting wax or
committee.
Rev Kenneth Cook seases. The report said that a daughter of Somerville. Mass., spent !some other good dressing, and to is the runner type. Tests conducted early this year and we observed in with the chairman of the Ways and
Jol’“ H,‘
at Highmoor Farm show that tlie
gave a fine sermon on "Mothers of more comprehensive study was de the weekend here with relatives.
bridge graft wounds where the trees bush type yields less and is slightly sect eating birds that do not usually Means committee. Mr. Dingley from
Men." A special anthem was sung sirable but that the Unit felt cer
appear until later. They'm ust have Maine. There is a naval bill in the
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey ( are nearly or completely girdled,
by the choir, with duet by Beulah tain th at the bass tapeworm was returned Wednesday from Boston. Extension bulletin No. 177, issued less resistant to disease than the had slender meals for a while. Wr House in which I am greatly inter
i runner type. The acreage of Yel
Oilchrist and Flora Brown. Mrs. not carried by the birds. In fact
"Capt. Sam" has been flooded by the College of Agriculture Orono low-eye beans in central Maine is shared what we had with the flocks ester. Chairman Boutellc from
Blanch Kittredge director of the none of the four tapeworm species
th at came to our door, and many Maine. I wish an addition to the
with requests to repeat the song. tells how to bridge graft.
increasing.
choir was soloist. Organist. Mrs. found affect Inland fish. It Is be
•
*
•
•
Juncos and purple finches thanked public building In Richmond. Chair“The Briny Deep" which he rend
Leola Smith. These children were lieved that other birds such as king
, us
. . .with
. . . ........
| man Milliken from Maine. And
Tlie original McIntosh apple tree
sweet ™..„
song
ered at the launching of the Ne
Correspondents and contributors
tapped our „ld white maple , here I am in the august presence of
christened by the pastor: Harold, fishers and herons transmit many
was found by John McIntosh, some
vada.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ander of the parasites unfairly credited
___* r e on
J 11 | tree and made ;i few gallons of syrup the Speaker, Mr Reed from Maine
Dr. Herbert F Kalloch of Port time after 1811. the year that he side of the paper
son. Warren, son of Mr and Mrs. to gulls.
Tlie sap isn’t so sweet as that ol ; "Yes, John," Tom R"ed drawled,
Fairfield visited his sister. Mrs. took possession of the farm where
Max Conway; Donna, daughter of
the rock maple, but it makes very I "the great and the good and th.*
In a summary of the parasitic Nannie Allen a few days recently.; ’• 8rew *n Dundas county Ontario.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Webster; An study the report said that in order H» was accompanied by Miss Feme ’r 'le trec was injured in 1894 by the
good syrup.
wise arc running the government.
drew. son of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip to determine the importance of the Achom
I think the beavers I reported i the Country is safe" And they
1bu,'nin8 of the dwelling house nearBennett; Howard, son of Mr. and herring gull as a carrier of flsn
have disappeared, whether of their went out to lunch with the Chief The H o m ing AflerTaking
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rawlev are , 1,5 11 bore its ' ast aPP*es in 1908 ,
Mrs. George Headley; Alice, daugh parasites in this state it will first on a motor trip to New Jersey.
own accord or before some hunter's Justice of the Supreme Court ol the
and died shorlly afterward It was
______
ter of Mr and Mrs. Byron Thomas: be necessary to find out exactly
gun. I know not. They can surely, United States, Mr Fuller from C arter's Little Liver Pills
Charles Kalloch of Thomaston a , :inail> removed in 1910 by a great ,
Martha, daughter of Mr and Mrs. which fish arc infested with the former resident of this town, called grandson of the John McIntosh who . /
\
cut down a lot of trees in a short Maine.
Ralph Robinson; James, son of Mr various parasites carried by the gull. Sundav on friends herP.
and Mrs. Ralph Robinson.
The food survey showed that a j Whitney Wlieeler was weekend
Housekeepers a t American Legion large percentage of the fish eaten ' gUPS, of hlg
Mr and Mrs.
Thursday night were Hazel Roberts were either dead or species that were Charles E. Wheeler.
Theresa Roberts and Cora Peterson. injurious to sports fishing.
Puritan Rebekah lodge enter
• «• •
Gulls were taken from Sebago tained the president of the Assem
T h o m a s J. Young
Lake. Belgrade and Cobboseecontec. bly. M artha Libby and the grand
Thomas J. Young. 91. died MayDamariscotta. Millinocket. Sebasti- marshal Mrs. Adams, also the dis
10 in Orland, where he had made
cook. Chcsuncook Mooschcad. 8c- trict deputy president. Doris Hyier.
his home with his daughter Mrs.
bec. Schoodie. Unity and Grand j at a special meeting Saturday night.
Fred York for several years.
Deceased was born In this town Lakes and the Stillwater River Luncheon was served and a social
son of Samuel and Lydia <Ames> Parts of the report dealing with rvenjng was p^sed with entertainparasites was the work of Dr. E ment. readings and solos. Mrs.
Young. He was a life long resi
Clifford Nelson while Howard Men- Harris and Mrs Taylor were on the
dent of this place except, the last
dall made the food study.
committee.
few years. He was a fanner, his
Commissioner Stobie said that
property being located at Crocketts
one of the primary reasons for
River. Mr. Young was a mason and
G LEN C O V E
the survey was the feeling among
member of Moses Webster Lodge.
sportsmen that the appearance of
Mrs O. A. LJungsted* has been
FA M
certain duseasad and parasitized confined to the house two weeks by
He is survived by daughters Mrs.
" T U S T w atch 'cm burn," is the advice smart sm okers arc g ivin g
conditions among small-mouth black illness.
Fred York of Orland; Mrs. James
I on cig a rettes these days. A t the right, aerial ace Everett W hite
bass coincided with the appearance
Mrs. Herman Holbrook and son
Bray, Owls Head; Mrs. Robert
o f th e R in g lin g Bros--Barnum & Bailey circus proves that one
Studley Olen Cove; and Mrs. Al of breeding gulls In the Interior of Kenneth of vinalhaven are visiting
the
Slate
and
that
gulls
constituted
Mr
ant,
Mrji
sidnfv
s
,
inson.
leading
cigarette burns s lo w e r than other brands. The famous
ton Whitmore. Roekport;
one
the
source
of
infection.
The
study
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n
,
Ixxlge
is
being
prepared
star
o
f
th
e h igh trapeze, Ed Rooney, observes that the w inning
brother Jam es Young of this town
has failed to substantiate this be for occupancy by New York parties.
brand is C-A-M-E-L! C am el’s b ig advantage is in its costlier
and several grand children and
lief. in the opinion of Stobie.
Oeorge Hall of Camden was guest
great-grandchildren
tobaccos, expertly blended in a cigarette m ade to burn slow ly,
A full copy of the report is on file Sunday of his sister, Mrs. Mary
Funeral services were held in Or
c o m p le te ly !
at the Commissioner's office.
Gregory.
land and the remains brought here
—By Dick Reed. Maine Develop
Women of this community proved
R e c e n tly , a group o f sc ien tists made th is in te r e stin g labora
Friday. Interment was iu Brown's
ment Commission
their value as fire fighters Thurs
Head cemetery, where members of
to r y te st o n a b igger scale. 16 of the la rg est-sellin g cigarette
day when a blaze near the Orange
Moses Webster Lodge performed the
b
r a n d s w e r e te s te d im p a r tia lly . C A M E L S B U R N E D
THE OLD RIDGE CHURCH
hall woods started to make head
Masonic committal service. The
IFor The Courler-Oa7.et.tr |
SLO W ER T H A N A N Y O T H E R B R A N D T F.STF .D -25%
way.
Arming themselves with
bearers were brother masons. There
The Rider Church ruled a reartew lee .
.
.,
.
S L O W E R T H A N T H E A V E R A G E T IM E FOR THE
were beautiful floral tributes.
For (Saint Oeorge women and their brooms and water pails, they had
men
at
tea:
O T H E R B R A N D S. (C a m els were rem a rk a b ly consistent.
Those from out of town to attend And Ito granite atones, engraved with the fire under control when th"
ships
Rockport department arrived.
C ig a rettes of some b ra n d s sm oked tw ice as fast as others
the services were: Fred W York
Spoke In curt, apt phrases of fatal
Eugene Ryan of New York is em
and son Melvin of Orland. George
trips
rig h t fro m the same p a c k .) I N THE SAM E T E S T , CAMELS
Yoiing and Mrs. Pierce Crockett of It Isn't much more than a landmark ployed at tlie farm of Earl R an
Everyone w atches Everett W h ite , the daring AcriaUst (center), intently, as Camels
H E L D T H E IR ASH F A R LONGER T H A N T H E A V E R 
North Haven. Mrs. James Bray and
dall at Olen Heights tor the sum
now!
w in in his cigarette test. H e remarks: “C am el smokers k n o w Camels smoke
A G E T IM E FOR A L L T H E O TH ER B R A N D S .
mark a channel or guide a
sons Maynard. Harold and Byron It won't
mer.
plow,
|
COOLER and MILDER. A nd any smoker can sec one reason u b y ! Look how
But Ito mission outmeasures Infinity
of Owls Head.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall. Mrs.
Camel is th e cigarette o f co stlie r tobaccos. . . alw ays slow-burn
To all whose lee It was. on shore or
Mary Hall and Emily Hall were re
sea.
much slo w e r that Camel burns! And, say, notice how the Camel ash stays o n !”
ing, c o o l, m ild, with a d elig h tfu l taste!
And they II never forget the old white cent dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
LIFTS BEER BAN
Ridge, that 'bridge
To Ood called the Church on the Ridge Walter Crossman in Bangor.
The State Liquor Commission has And the younger ones whose fathers
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Oregory have
spoke
lifted Its ban on a 12 per cent beer
Of walking miles to the Ridge, 'twill , had as recent visitors E. B Small of
and beer parlor proprietors and
provoke
Camden and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
neighborhood stores dealing in beer In their minds days when ships ol Allen of Winsted. Conn.
Saint Oeorge pines
arc doing a tremendous business In Outsailed the best, and their Thomas
Daniel Ludwig who has been vlsiton lines
the brew. An order came through Were envied
In Rio and China and the ting Mr. and Mrs. Everett HumpliRlver of Gold
that the commission had decided it
Untll steam and gas and Iron and coal rcy returned Thursday to Hope.
had no legal right to keep the po Had returned the survivors to lie In
A surprise party was recently
their yards
tent beer off the market. A week Unvaunted,
as the Ridge Church, by given to Miss Betty Clark at the
F yo u feel that life o w es yo u a little m ore fun, try
vulgar placards.
and a half ago. the commissioners
home of Mrs. Thomas Farley byCamel's slower burn
a cigarette made w ith c o s tlie r to b a cco s...a Camel!
advised distributors to withhold the And out In the world, running part of Mrs. Llnnie Jones of Fairfield and
ing (compared to the
product until It had made a deci With the Yankre-styte care o f the Mrs. Farley. Those present were
Sec h o w Camel s d elig h tfu l fragrance and taste can
average
time of the 15
clipper ship
sion. The bfer, it Is understood,
Mrs. Grace Lewis. Mrs. Mary Clark.
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r
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Stiles. Mrs. Bernice Freeman, Mrs.
decay
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I
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e
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b
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Besides,C
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els
needed at 'home If the Ridge Is Woodward. Mrs. Ellena Fredette
mize while enjoying
recovered.
ten days following the introduction
and Miss Helen Whitmore. Miss
b u rn slow er than any o f th o se other brands. A n d
sm oking pleasure at
of the beer there, a distributor han Saint Oeorge folk both home and Clark received a basket ful of dainty
b y b u rn in g 25% slo w e r th a n th e average o f th e
abroad
its best!
dled 50.000 bottles, which have a Will quietly
pray thanks to the church miscellaneous gifts. Games were
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r
o
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e
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g
brands,
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e
retail price of 25 cents in some For ^ " r e ^ h o o u n i than school, for I P1^
and 8 ll« h t rep a st * ’ S
y o u th e equ ivalen t o f 5 ex tra smokes per pack!
places and 20 cents in others.
the morals of God
served.
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Blaming The Gulls

P O R T CLYDE

found it, according to correspon
dence with the McIntosh family
reported by J. K. Shaw of the
Massachusetts Agricultural Experi Birds D iscuss the W eather
ment Station.
— T h e Fruit O f a W hite
• • * *
M aple
Until recently, the only vegetable
Juices available were those of toof The M e r - O a z e t te mato and sauerkraut. Today, small
At the end of a busy day t am
amounts of celery, beet, spinach,
carrot, garlic, onion, and lettuce sitting down to write a few lines.
For nearly eight weeks I have rid
juices arc packed.
• • • •
den through storm and sunshine to
Potato growers are expecting to my place of duty in tlie home of a
plant practically the same acreage
sick friend, going back and forth
of potatoes in the United States
this year that they planted last on my bicycle, a round trip of five
year. They will likely plant aboutm iles.
3.076,500 acres which is eight per ' Almost always I find something
cent smaller than the ten-year Of interest on my way. Perhaps it
average.
, , , ,
j a little chipmunk, four tiny feet

Happy Hope Farm

S moking

B elieving

I

The backbone of life, the strength of
the sod.

Vinal H aven & R ockland
Steam boat C om pany
ROCKLAND
Eastern Standard Time
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Up
sd Down
P. M.
M.
Ar. <.W
I Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 4.40
I Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
9 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
5 Lv. Vlnal Ilaven,
Lv. 1J0
I Ar. Rockland,
122-tf

And though folks down our way won l
talk very much
Of this void In our view and our hearts.
If strangers drive near and Inquire
for the Ridge
We'll point to the graves In the yards.
And say that those lying there are
the Ridge more than we
And they are the Rldgr. tlmelessly.

A P PL E T O N M ILLS
Tire members of the Community
Club are looking forward with mucn
Interest to F. A. Winslow's lecture.
"Tlie Children of Callander,” which
will tell of his visit to the Dionne
Quintuplets and his personal Inter
view with Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe, win
officiated at the birth of the five fa
mous girls. Supper will be served at

For we know that when the trumpet
sounds
And the Ridge shall gleam across the
way.
That we'll sec the old folks plodding
up to gather 'round
Just as wc saw them, It seems, yester
day,
6 o ’clock.
James Wilfred Balaao

Fort Clyde

The m eeting takes place

Wednesday night.

C am els g iv e you even m o re for your m oney when
yo u cou n t in Camel's finer, m ore expensive tobaccos.
B u y shrewdly! Buy C a m e ls. . . America's first choice
for a luxury smoke ev ery sm oker can afford!
R. J. Rojnolda Tobacco

Cmddrof, Wuwtoa«delaa. N.O.

-TH E CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
PENNY FO R PENNY Y O U R SEST CIGARETTE BU Y!
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die Chaples. Mrs. Edith Clark and
bor in connection with the Yacht Tuesday night nt C.30 Rev Donald
Mrs. Edna Smith, members of WilClub activities and have become Perron,, pastor of the Thomaston
Advertisements In this column not
liams-Brazier Auxiliary, went to
greatly enthused in the nautical Baptist Church will be the speaker.
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
ft ft ft ft
By CLYDE H. SMITH,
j Togus to visit the Veterans Hospiball idea. A committee is looking His subject will be "The Philippine
25 rents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditions, lines live cents each for one
Representing Maine's Second Congressional District
GILBERT HARMON
I tai there Friday in observance of
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
after the details, and tickets will Islands."
time. 10 rents for three times. Five
Correspondent
. Hospital Day.
soon be on sale.
Correspondent
small words to a line.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry H. Holt of
•»
✓ X ZS z-s
Parent-Teacher Association met
a
ft ft f t ft
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blier and Brookline, Mass., are at their
"According as he had Lifted up
Even the horse hits pretty much lost *
I
Friday
night.
Officers
elected
i
family
of
Lewiston
were
visitors
summer
home
on
the
Belfast
road.
T elephone 713
Tel. 190
Axes Upon the thick Trees.”
his Job. so far as woods work Is con *
were: President, Dr. E. R. Biggers;
I Sunday at Mr and Mrs Joseph They were accompanied by Mr. and
The Nation's Capital, May 16 cerned. And that long d a y - from *
t .» * * * * * K
Mrs. Dodge and Miss Dodge.
Mrs. J. E. McEvoy and Miss Myrna vice president, Kervin C. Ellis; sec
Mrs. Mabel W ithee and Mrs. Inez Cote’s.
(Special to The Courier-Gazette)
dawn to twilight—12 hours or more, ROOMS to let. Ocean Ave. MRS.
retary,
Mrs.
Blanche
Lermond;
George Babb of Augusta, a rep
Mrs.'Alvin Wiggin is visiting rela
Copeland went Thursday to Bos
Crosby went Saturday to New York
The Maine woods worker of early has gone, thank goodness, never LEO H BRAULT Box 13. Rockland
_______________ 56*58
ton and Petersham. Mass., where treasurer, Miss Eleanor Seeber. A where they will attend the World's resentative of the State Depart tives in Topsham for two weeks.
days did not rise at the blowing to return.
i
I
I
AGE
to
let
at Spruce Head near
ment of Agriculture, will give a lec
they are to visit until after Mem string trio consisting of Mrs. Bea Fair.
In our original Wage and Hour salt water; three sleeping rooms; rornLewis Clark a student at tlie Uni of a whistle; there was none to blow.
fartably
furnished:
new garage; very
trice
Stone
of
Auburn,
'cellist.
Mrs.
orial Day.
Mrs. Mabel Crone, who spent the ture and show pictures, on “Lights versity of Maine, spent the weekend Nor, according to tradition did he Bill, we left the woods work wilh accessible, plenty of land; shore prlvVirginia
Hennessey
of
Rockland,
elege
on
both
sides
of
Island; will rent
Mrs. Dana Stone entertained her
post week with her sister. Mrs. of Early Maine History." at the with his mother. Mrs. Martha wait for the morning sun to cr^ep the rest, limited to 44 hours a week. for season or by month.
TEL. 793-W
violinist,
and
Mrs.
Ruth
L.
Sanborn.
across
the
camp
floor
to
his
bunk.
meeting
of
M'cgunticook
Grange
And this would be all right excent after 4 p. m .___________________ 54-tf
Clark.
bridge club Wednesday night. There
Donald Johnson, is now in Rock
Rockland,
piano,
gave
selections.
FURNISHED house with garage to
George W. Ryder, 68. died Thurs If we can believe our grandfathers, for its highly seasonal nature.
were two tables of auction, and
land where she has employment. Wednesday night. Members may
lei. at 42 Union St Camden. Inquire
he
tucked
feet
into
moccasins
(little
'
invite
frletfds
and
the
sixth
grade
There
are
favoring
conditions
for
day
night
at
his
home
on
Molyneaux
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J
'36 Plymouth 2-Door Tr.
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Leach. Miss
si 'Y^’rcI!!'JAKER - - Repairing watches,
departure from the usual Hardy
housework.
MRS.
LAWRENCE
MILLER
Sedan .................................... $395
Call and
26 Rankin St.
5*.tf clock', antiques all kinds
Margaret Crandon. Mrs. William fell for Virginia Grey, who was one scenes Of domesticity, is the most
S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
PART-'lme
bookkeeping
p- itlon deliver
’35
Chevrolet
4-Door
Sedan
$350
Amesbury
St..
Rockland,
Tel.
958-J
Richards. Mrs Parks. Mrs. Herbert of the glorified beauties in "T he1elaborate and certainly the most
wanted by efficient and capable young
52-tf
man;
honest;
references:
will
call
in
Moore. Mrs. Earl Woodcock, Mrs. Great Ziegfeld," although lie was spectacular ever built for one of the
Come in and look thrm over.
person. Write “BOOKKEEPER ” care ,i.w ? C,KLa ND SaIlltarV Service, depen
They are Real Bargains.
Luther Clark and Mrs. Truman j also drawn to her kid sister Loraine) pictures. Two hundred dress exThe Courier-Gazette.
57 ■59 dable hauling of waste and ashes AR.
THUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel LHW
ONE-horse mowing machine wanted,
tras provide sophisticated atm aSawyer attended the W.C.T.U. Con- who appeared in the chorus.
MEN Old a t 40! Get Pep.
must be In good condition. ERLAND
ln almost human style, Ace. the Wonder Dog, is able to single out the vention in Appleton yesterday,
In "The Hardys Ride High, sphere for the night club. A 30QUINN. "I Camden Yachtbulldtng R. Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw oys
culprit from the Ihic-up which imludes Ralph Stein, Bob Lafferty and
Leland Hart wcre Mlckey moves from the mythical; piece orchestra plays current hits
R. Co., Camden.
57.59 ter lnvlgorators and other stlmulauta
632 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
One dose starts new pep Costs iittlo
Monte Vlontu'fae fir Officer Biuee Mitchell in this scene from RKO
H
WOMAN wanted to help with house Call write C. H MOOR & CO.
52*63
CHRYSLER A PLYMOUTH
Radio new' jmliee thriller, “Tin Rookie Cop,” featuring Tim Holt in the unable to go. Miss Crandon was town of Carvel Detroit where th e , and Mickey wears formal clothes
work aud help care for invalid
lfi
GROVE
1ST,
Camden
57*59
1
1
"’
Bellable
hair
goods
at
RoekSALES
A
SERVICE
family
inherits
a
fortune.
For
the
and
a
silk
hat
for
the
first
time.—
tide role, (supported by Virginia Weidler and Janet Shaw. There will be a unanimously
re-elected
county
1and Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
58-59
BOYS bicycle wanted 2tr wheels', solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J
children's matinee at 1 P. M.—10 centa.—adv.
president.
first time the son of Judge Hardy I adv.

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

In Everybody’s Column

HEARD, SEEN, SAID AT WASHINGTON

:!

TO LET

♦
«

FOR SALE

:

WEDNESDAY ONLY AT STRAND

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

:

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

WANTED

!

USED CAR SALE

! MISCELLANEOUS •

E.O.Philbrook&Son

' i

good condition.

TEL 125 J

57*59

S2-t$
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Every-O ther-D ay

Work Of Bird Branch I Mrs. Andrews7 Poem

OClETY

Sun shin e Society H as Cer
tainly Lived U p T o N am e
the Past Year

Miss Laura Tolman and Miss
Flora Richardson of Winchester.
Mass., spent the weekend as guests
of Mr and Mrs. Fred Collamore.

IS A M IR A N D A
R A Y M ID L A N D

HOTEL IMPERIAL
T H U R S .-F R I.-S A T .

% HI, FOLKS!
Wa’re millionaires now
. . . a n d am I th e allAmerican playboyl Gat
aet for soma grand iuat

Dr. William Ellingwood. delegate
from the Maine Medical Associa
tion, left Saturday for St Louis, to
attend the American Medical Asso: elation. Mrs. Ellingwood went with
him as far as Portland, where she
spent the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Parker and
Mr and Mrs. Charles Walsh ot
Cambridge. Mass., were guests over
the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Jus
tin L. Crass.
George J. Adams, spent the week
end in this city and on his return
Monday to Windsor, Conn., was ac
companied by Mrs. Adams and in! fant son Jascph Garet.
Mrs. Frances Philbrook of 14 Suf
folk street will entertain Toninn
Circle Wednesday night.

W ED N ESD A Y
$ 2 5 P ositively G iven
A w a y in $ 1 0 , $ 1 0 , $5
(Note: Bank Nite Discontinued.
Effective Last Week)

LEWIS

STO N E • ROONEY
CECILIA

“UNMARRIED”
with
HELEN TWELVETREES
BUCK JONES
DONALD O’CONNOR
Sidney Blarkmer, Larry Crabbe
TODAY
“EAGLE AND HAWK”
CAROLE LOMBARD
FREDR1C MARCH

Rockland
Tel. 892
ihnws Mat. 2.00; Evg. 6.43, 8.45
ntinuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45

f w vw’XT O ' e i ■ J

IhT

zx zx zx
ZX z X ZX

zx
zx

Knox Haspital Auxiliary has re
ceived a check of $52 from the Cur
tis Publishing Co., the percentage
allowed on the recent magazine
campaign for subscriptions.

CROSLEY
SHELVADOR

“The
Oklahoma Kid”

EVERGREENS
YOUR LAWN

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

L ,, _

Silsby’s Greenhouses

AL’S BEAUTY SALON

REM OTE CONTROL

Be Lovely. . .
To Look At
. . . For Lasting B eau ty
G ilbert’s Fam ous

FAY

TH UR SDA Y

ft ft ft ft
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

MAINE MUSIC CO.

Children's Matinee 4 P. M.

Screen Play by
Agnes Christine Johnston, Kay Van
Riper and William Ludwig
D lr tc fd by GEORGE 8. SEITZ

son G uest Speaker

ROCKPORT

COMIQUE

WO »»OtO r.ciwr.JWT (MW Mt.

PARKER . H O LDEN

Banquet U n der Auspices O f
W .C .T .U .— Miss M athe

This'And That

Gordon Flint of Cambridge. Mass.,
visited his parents over the weekend

*137.50

H l-C la w le a tla e la
• la a d a l taiaak tkrtll. I

with MICKEY

Mother-Daughter

Tel. 2229
The Mother and Daughter ban
quet held Friday night in the Con
Anderson Auxiliary meets tomorFuneral services for Marion V. [ row. Beano will be played in the
gregational Church under auspices
| Gray were held Saturday from the afternoon with fine awards. Stipof the local W.C.T.U. was a very
Methodist Church, Rev. N. F. At- per will be served at 6; business
By K. S. P.
happy affair.
wood officiating Interment was in session at 7.30. when the memorial
The tables were attractively deco
Sea View’ cemetery. The many service for deceased members and
rated with arrangements of daffo
beautiful floral tributes bore silent Comrades of the Grand Army will
There are now 18 States having
dils snap dragons, roses and maytestimony of the love and esteem In be held under direction of Mrs.
special legislation permitting non
flowers.
which he was held by all who knew Elizabeth Barton. There will also
Following the nicely prepared profit hospital service plans under him. Bearers were Frederick Rich
be a rehenrsal in preparation for
regulation
of
State
insurance
de
supper, greetings were extended to
ards, Roland Richards. Walter the convention to be held in Bath
partments.
the mother.? and daughters by Mrs.
Carroll and Arthur Ott.
In June.
• » • •
Clara Emery, president of the Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Delmont Bullard of
"This
inn
must
be
very
old"
said
land WC.T.U. Musical selection by
Worcester Mass., were
guests
mother and daughter was Mrs. a visitor who had not yet been made
Mothers'
Day
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W. L.
Helen McKinney and Mrs. Charleen acquainted with its history.
Ballard.
"Very
old,
sir,"
said
the
proprietor.
McKinney in piano and violin
Mr. nnd Mrs. Hollis Wooster oi
duets. Greetings from the Mothers "Would you like me to tell you some
Rochester,
N. H., were weekend
of
the
stories
connected
with
this
of 1939 were extended by Mrs. Mil
visitors at the home of his mother.
dred Blaisdel, in gracious manner, place?"
"I should indeed.", replied the Mrs. Charles Wooster.
and response was made by Mis;
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett und
tourist.
"Tell me the legend of this
Mary Crass, for the daughters. Miss
Cross who has won the National curious pie which the waiter has son Harold were guests Sunday of
Rev F. F. Fowle and family in Hal
Mr. and Mrs. John Gallagher and Honor Association award in her J u  just brought in."
• • • •
lowell.
Mr. and Mrs. George Porter of nior year, has been outstanding in
Will Allen White of the Emporia
Brighton and Billerica, Mass., were school achievement and expressed
Mrs. Mabel Withee, accompanied
guests of Mrs. A. L. Vase over the the greeting with confident m an Kansas Gazette says, “In this by Mrs. Inez Crosby of Ciun.len. left
country American journalism, with Saturday by motor for New York
weekend.
ner and well chosen phrases. Mrs.
all its faults and there are many, where they will visit the World’s
Lillian Joyce expressed the song., of
Mrs. J. Rodney Weeks of Bir
is the only free unfettered, un Fair. Enroute they spent the week
mothers in a solo number. "Tire Old
mingham. Mich, and guest Mrs.
bossed, unlicensed vehicle througn end with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hilton
Refrain " with Mrs. Faith Berry ac
Ruth Rossiter of Jackson. Mich,
which, one way or another, finally a t Malden. Mass. Mrs. Withee is
companist. Miss Ruth Emery one
have been spending a few days nt
and surely the truth comes to the having a two-weeks’ vacation from
of Rockland's aspiring young daugh
at Edwards cottage, nt Ash Point.
American people."
her duties nt the Camden Nation .1
ters gave a reading "Sketches of
• • • •
Bank.
Frances
Willard
the
Girl,"
and
Mtss
Miss Delores Sherwood, who has
All who love to work in the gar
Encouraging reports are received
been spending two months with her Dorothy Havener, another talented dens nnd demand good soil should from Capt. Ernest M Torrey, a pngrandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin young daughter played a piano sola remember that it takes about 46.003 tient at the U S Naval Haspital In
Pendexter, has returned to her with encore number.
years to form four feet of good soil. Portland, his condition b u n t much
Miss Lily Grace Matheson, field So respect your advantages.
home in Bremerton, Wash.
Improved.
secretary of the National W C.T.U.
Herbert S. Ingraham anil family
Browne Club will meet Fridav guest speaker. gave a fine address
Out cn the coast of Australia they
of
Skowhegan were visitors Sunday
night at the home of Mrs. H arriet on "Mother.; and Daughters of the jare making the bathing beaches
CUBIC FEET
a t Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham's.
Pat:, Pre -ent and Future.' referring safe by shark-meshing and It is
Merriam. 81 Park street.
Tlie residence of Mrs. Minnie
to the beautiful relationship between ! proving effective. Already nearly
Miss Lois M. Jacobs attended the Frances Willard and her mother, 11.000 of the dangerous rpeeles have Crozier was badly damaged by fire
last night. Firemen brought it un
spring house party riast weekend, who was known to her friend; as been caught.
der control within half an hour after
at Sigma Alpha Epsilon froterr.i'y Saint Courageous She bade her j
Total Shelf Area. 1X2 Sq. Ft.
• • » •
house University of Main"
Extra Shelves in Door, 5
talented daughter to go forth and
A great war leaves a country with it was discovered by Mrs. Crozier
Pounds of lee a t one Ireezing. 6.8
enter every open door of Service i three armies—an army cf cripples as she went to the attic and dis
Mrs. Clara Femald is visiting her while she kept the fires of love on army of mourners. and an army covered it in flames. The attic was
Number of Ice Cubes, 63
badly damaged and there was con
sister Mrs. Frances Moore, in Dor burning brightly on her hearth and ! °f unmoral thinkers.
Aluminum Ire Trays, 2
siderable damage by water through- i
chester. Mass . for several weeks
Crosley Quality Throughout
a light in the window for the daugh• • • •
ter who went forth on Crusading
1)0 m°dern Siris press flowers in out the building. Volunteers reGet Our Folders and Terms
Rev. W. J. Day of Winthrop. Mas; Pilgrimages to rescue human hearts Ihe family Bible and other larg' moved most of the furnishings to
who Is to address the Baptist Mens
from the enemies that defile the books as old fashioned girls used the Town Hall.
League Thursday night, has arrived
temple of Goff Always there ar? to do? Or are there no family Bibles
in the city and is a guest a t tne
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Carlson and I 395 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, -ME.
land will be mothers. Saints Coura about these days?
TEL. 708
home of Mrs. Fannie Ryder, 36 Ma
!
son
David oF Portland, have been
geous who rear their sons and
sonic street.
Hitler manages to let it leak out | spending a few days with Mr. Carldaughters in homes where Gods
that Germany will fight, evpn j son’s mother. Mrs. Helen Carlson at
word
Is known and revered where
Rev. Dr. B P. Browne of Winches
Read The Courier-Gazette
though she is economically not her Owl's Head cottage.
ter Mass., was a visitor in the city they are taught to love the fine ready for war. This part he tries
today, having attended, with his things of life and keep their mind; not to think about.
mother, Mrs. ‘L ena E. Brown of Bos and bodies, clear and dean when
• • • •
ton. the funeral of his uncle. Rev. the children honor and respect the
Husband ^arriving hom? late):
S W Browne in Saco. The de parr n s. and express their influence “Can’t you gue.-s where I have
K.
ceased had preached in this State In-tP’ir own thinking and behavior. j been?"
But, alas! there are too m any| Wife: "I can, but tell me your
half a century.
mothers today who are spending story."
• g f a
&
their time in the taverns and cock
• • • •
County Attorney and Mrs. Jerome
tail lounges consutnming alcoholic
Already I see th at th? jelly old
C. Burrows were weekend guests of
beverages, and smoking cigarets.
bee Is on the wing and causing mo
Mrs. Burrows' parents fn Medford.
It often happens the children in tor crashes. Open window; will be
Mass.
CAMDEN
ithc home have to see both father
t0 iure tpp flying things of the
The Capper Kettle was the scene
and mother intoxicat'd, with loss ajr an{j some th at gtlng. So have
The alrasgetl s'urAsst w riafer
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
the maibai
II aectMaalallr •
of a happy gathering Friday after
of self-control and laxity of speech, i a
take time when a bee
*s auiMB«Ac«Uf 4
mMAY 17-18
aa^a<j«4 dad ptsasata ralaasaM
noon when Jane Perry, daughter of
j that brings a sense of shame and gets into your car to stop and
Mr and Mrs. Raymond C. Perry. J
confusion of thought. What can politely brush it out.
• • • •
they give to these children th at will
played host on the occasion of her i
tenth birthday. The guests were
help them meet the trials and tem p
Tue to the wobbling (what a
tations in life's way. What of the word!) of the earth on its axis,
Diane Cameron. Evelyn Perry, San
Dun t, by all meant, bay a
with
washer until yuu see tiua
mothers and daughters of tomorrow some stars that were vl-ubl? .o the
dra Perry. Carolyn Howard. Eariine
JAMES CAGNEY
new M odel
B
S^eed
Perry and Patricia Perry. The celcr
handicapped w.th an alcoholic ’ ancients of Southern Europe cant^ueen. There is no other
washer like i t . . . none that
scheme of the table decorations was
heritage th a t makes for weakened not be seen from that part of tlie
givra you all the beauty,
washing speed, sod time*
pink. A pleasing feature was the
nerves, diseased tissues, nnd defec earth today.
proven d e p e n d a b i l i t y
• • • •
privilege of attending the doll show
tive brain? Can Christian woman
lutiod in this marvelous
One likes these all-cf-j-.3udden
>)peed Queen.
Knrtherconducted by Mrs. Clarence Lunt of
hood keep silent and continue to
nt‘»re. Speed Queen prices
Cushing
allow a licensed evil to break dow*i warm days and would not mind
fo r I9JM have hern reduced
$5 on each model, m ating
and destroy all they have strived having a few w tek; of them so that
your 4-hoire of a Speed
Mrs. Helen Gordon of Union
winter
clothes
and
coots
could
get
through influence and education to
Queen washer all the wiser.
street Is a patient a t Knox Hospi-j
buiid up In the homes and states of cleaned while the prices are down.
• • • •
V e«M le mJ Me
tai.
the Nation?
For
Who likes to collect? I think
Per Week
almast everyone has some hobby,
Mr. and Mrs. John Robishaw of
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
j
1
have
just
heard
of
a
man
who
col
Portland were the guests of Mr. nnd
WORK WONDERS
le c ts buttons and has now 115.000.
Mrs. Raymond Robishaw for the
j When this writer was young, every
weekend.
3 1 3 -3 2 9 M A IN ST R E E T ,
ROCKLAND
1girl had what was called a “charm
string" and they were made of dif
Sharp reductions in prices at
ferent buttons. One was not al
Burdell's Dress Shop -One lot suits
lowed to put on two of the same
to close out. reduced to $8 75—one
kind or the charm would be broken.
lot dresses to $2.95 and $4.95—on? 253 CAMDEN RT, ROCKLAND
• • • •
lot string knit blouses to $1.56. L u-1
TEL.
318-W.
Most
stars
are
double or multiple 1
cien K. Green fi Son and Burdell's
!
systems.
As
a
star
spins on Its i
Dress Shop. 16 3chool street. Rock
58-tf
PRESENTS T ill; SENSATION ALL 7 NEW METHOD OF
axis, it divides by centrifugal force, j
land. Tel. 546—adv.
Some stars seen) to be spinning all ,
PERMANENT WAVING BY
the time and this kind makes one
a bit dizzy.

A summary of the achievements
Mrs. Carl Christofferson was hos
of Bird Branch. International Sun
tess Friday night to T Club a t a
shine Society of Rockland, from
thimble party and late luncheon.
May 17. 1938 to May 1. 1939:
Twenty nine meetings were held
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Sprague
during the year, with 236 members
were hosts Saturday night at a buf
present. The Society meets every
fet supper, guests being iLieut. and
Monday afternoon from 2 to 4
Mrs. J. Edward Marks and Mr. and
o’clock, weather permitting with
Mrs. Frederic Cheney.
the following activities in progress:
Weekly collections from members,
Miss Margaret McMillan of Cas
Mrs. William Robinson who has
tine Normal School was the weekend been visiting at the home of Mrs. $12.95.
Number of calls made on the sick,
guest ol Miss Charlotte Folsom in Addle Rogers the past 10 days re
Brewer, and attended the music turned Saturday to her home at 422.
Members in attendance during
festival.
Isle au Haut.
these sessions. 236.
Miss Ruth Ward entertained Sun
W hat was earned tacking quilts
Mrs. Florence M. Martin of Ban
day afternoon in honor of Mrs. Wal
for people who needed some done
gor has announced her candidacy
$10.25.
ter Barstow at her home on Ocean
for re-election to the office of treas
street. Guests were the Misses
Amount spent for materials to
urer of the Maine Federation of
work with—batting, lining, tacking
Dorothy Sherman. Viola Anderson,
Women's Clubs, election to be held
Eleanor Tibbetts, Helen Korpinen
cotton and pins—$2.51.
at the annual convention at Rangeand Virginia Oonnon, and Mrs.Amount wc paid out for flowers
ley, June 21. 22. 23. For six years,
Ralph Post, Mrs. Frederick Palmer
and fruit. $4.50.
during the presidencies of Mrs.
and Mrs. Howard Chase. Mrs. Bar
Bought 13 pair of mittens Christ
Maude Clark Gay of Waldobcro,
stow received a shower of dainty
mas time for Miss Helen Corbett,
I present head of the Federation, Mrs.
gifts. Tea was served, Mrs. Post
icily Matron, at an expense of $4 80.
May belle H. Brown of Waterville,
to be given to those in need of same.
pouring.
and Mrs. Harry H Burnham of BidArticles given away during the
deferd, Mrs. Martin has served in
Miss Dorothy Frost was home from
year by members of the Society:
this office. She is a past president
Bates College over the weekend.
Tub of dishes, taborette. large Bible,
of the Athene Club and first vice
three chairs, one rocker, six towels,
Mr. and Mrs John W. Trott are president of the Nineteenth Century two night robes, four blankets, four
Club, and is widely known through
on a visit in Pelham. N. Y . nnd will
pillows, jar of raspberries jar of
the State for her executive ability
attend the World's Fair.
jam, five pies, apples, chicken, celery
and her activities in the Federation.
cranberries, beans, two baskets of
A bit early and a bit frosty for
provisions for two families, rolls,
Miss Rase Whitmore of Freese's
lawn patties, -but Sumner Ward's
four garments. 15 quilts, 13 dresses,
gut.-is had the time of their young advertising department in Bangor, two pair shoes, three sweaters, six
spent
tlie
weekend
with
her
mother.
lives Friday when they helped him
pair of hose, can of apples, two
Mrs. Charles H. Whttinore, Granite
celebrate his fifth birthday at the
.bags of clothing cake for four per
street.
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs
sons, one shirt, canned goods, fruit,
Donald Ward. Ocean street. In the
i
Mr. and Mrs. Rhama E. Phiibrick three cans of sauce, eggs, four bouparty were Ellen Sulides. Jeannlne are in Portland to attend guest day , quets. pinks for eight |»ersons 10
l.each. David Young. Elizabeth Carr. at Westbrook Junior College, where dinners given.
Paul Sulides of Roekland and Doug their daughter. Miss Madeline PhilOur Bank account at the end oi
las Green of Camden.
brick, is taking part in the May the year was $161 12. Amount we
have taken In during the year. $23.23
; Pageant.
Amount paid out during the year,
NOW PLAYING
Miss Ruth Gregory, president of $16.05. Cleared, $7.15.
"MIDNIGHT"
Tlie Society officers are: Presi
the Kappa Delta Pie Sorority at the
with
dent.
Mrs. Aurelia Bray; vice presi
University
of
Maine,
has
returned
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
from New York, where she was sent dent. Mrs. Etta Sanborn; vice presi
JOHN BARRYMORE
as delegate to the Kappa Conven dent. Mrs. Cora L. Haraden secre
W E D N E S D A Y O NLY
tion. Miss Gregory is the daughter tary. Miss Annie F Hahn; treasurer
of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory of Mrs. Leona Risteen; machinist? Mrs.
Center street, and attended the Lena Merrill.
The Sunshine Society extends a
World's Fair during the weekend
vote of thanks to Central Maine
trip.
Power Company for its kind and
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham is con generous co-operation in providing
fined to her home on Granite street, room, heat and lighting for the
her illness dating from a fall which weekly meetings.
occurred several days ago.
Mtss Annie F Hahn.
Secretary
Miss Eunice Hatch, who has been
visiting relatives here, has returned
Miss Winifred Elliott has returned
to Woodfords.
home after three months' absence.
Mr and Mrs.1A D Morey had as
guests Sunday, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Keith of Waterville.

National literary recognition has
been accorded to Mrs. John H. An
drews of Rockport whose poem "My
God" has been accepted for inclu
sion in the World’s Fair Anthology
of 1939 to be published by the Expasition Press, New York city. The
author who competed in a $100
(xietry prize contest had to w ith
stand tremendous meritorious com
petition in order to become one of
the comparatively select few chosen
for representation in the World's
Fair Anthology. Personal congra’ulations for her success have been
received by Mrs. Andrews from thp
Exposition Press editor Paul E. C ar
ter.
Mrs. Andrews also holds a c e rti
ficate of Merit for an entry in a
True Story’ contest.
It was duly considered and rated
by the offical board of judges and
found meritorious. Was recommend
ed and names affixed of W I. Rapp
editor and Bernarr MacFadden
chairman of the judges.

P age Seven

Individualized O il

PERM ANENT

j u

e

Easy to Care For— G ives Y ou
Lasting Luxurious Curls
.warnmeiess ., DELUXE—OIL
Other Machine or Machinelcss
PERMANENT
PciinanentsCOMPLETE

$ 4 ,$ 5 ,$ 6 |

$2.00

rV
BEAUTY
61ILfiIE1R11J SALOK

375 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

PHONE 142

Mrs. Henry (sarcastically): "I
suppose you have been to see a sick
friend, lidding hLs hand all even
ing."
Husband (absently): “If I had
A T EC O N O M Y
bren holding his hand. I would
have mads some money."
B E A U T Y PARLOR
e e e e
Mankind should focus the light
$3 Perm anent W avc $ 1 .5 0 of her friendship on these days
darkened by the unrest that is in
$5 P erm anent W ave 2 .5 0
tlie world and thus reach out to all
the thought of friendly security.
$7 Perm anent W ave 3 .5 0
• • * •
In India oxhide Is made into
canoes and th? case with which
this curious craft can be manipu
lated Is Iquit? remarkable. Tlie
name of It is “drea." The native
OVER LEACH’S,
TEL. 122
lies across the drea which he pro5«ri“ pells with his hands or with a short
paddle, and steers with his feet.
It is very light and easy to carry,
but very easy to overturn.
A n d rew Rekila’s
• • • •
The very first lilac bush ever
N ew S h oe Repairing Sh op
planted in this great and beautiful
is at 2 9 9 Main St.
country was brought to Ports
Over Iamb’s, Cleaners
mouth, N. H.. and planted (here by
13Stf
John Paul Jones.

HALF PRICE

ECONOMY
BEAUTY PARLOR

•

IT IS NOT MACHtNELESS
• IT IS NOT MACHINE
« IT IS NOT ONE MINUTE

It I? the NEWEST. SCIENTIFIC
and MOST ACCURATE method of
permanent waving in all history.
Since DUCHESS REMOTE CON
TROL was the talk of the New York
rhow. we lest no time in bringing It
to you, where for the first time in
IICCKI.AND you will receive the
greatest innovation since permanent
waving fiist originated.
Call AL S SAION for Permanent
WaVe by the

TEL. 826, ROCKLAND

REM OTE CONTROL M ETHOD
Every Permanent Wave Guaranteed

AL’S BEAUTY SALON
286 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 826
58*lt

A.A.A. Farm Program j

It’s A Great Show

W hom Y o u W ill T ake T o Your H eart W hen S h e Talks

Mrs. H azel Burr A tw o o d
G iv e s U s a P re-V iew O f

About H ouseh old Matters

Prom
“The
Leopard-Spotted
More farmers arc expected to par Earth":
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
“In this light in fair weather, (Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
ticipate in the 1939 AAA farm pro
gram both in Maine and in the the patches of now dull greenish i WNAC, Boston; WTAG, Worcester; WCSH. Portland, WTIC. Hartford;
WICC. Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and
Bangor).
whole country than in any year j mosses contrast just
regularly
since the beginning of the farm pro- enough with the pale brown grass
We went to cut lumps. Add salt, gherkins, olives,
grams in 1933. announces A. K I t is like some rich but modest
sec
the World's; and enough mayonnaise to make a
Gardner, executive officer of the colored Kidderminster carpet, or
Fair last week-1 smeoth filling. Spread between butrather
the
skin
of
a
monster
python
State AAA Committee.
end. briefly a n d ! tered slices Bcston brown bread or
In Maine 17.374 farmers have a l - ' tacked to the hillside and stuffed
sketchily to b e! whole wheat bread.
ready indicated their intention to with earth.
sure but we J
Hot Pineapple Date Sundae
participate in the program, says
“These earth colors, methinks, are
came back, as j One pint Midco Pineapple or OrMr. Oardner. Tills Includes 77.3 ! never so fair as in the spring. Now
wc predict you j ange Ice Cream, h cup shredded
percent or all the active farms in the green masses and lichens c o n -1
will, too ini- j pineapple and Juice, 2 tablespoons
the state. The number of farmers trast with the brown grass, but ere
cup chopped dates.
pressed to be sugar,
taking part in the program in 1938 long the surface will be uniformly
Boil thc pineapple and Juice with
very
articulate
was approximately 14.500; in 1937. I f * 11 J suspect we are more
and wondering if the sugar for about three minutes.
there were 10.500; and in 1936. 6600 amused by the effects of color in
A recent statement of Secretary the 'Gin
the earth than in sum- anyone would ever get that affair on I Spcon pineapple or orange Ice cream
Flushing Meadow anti their reac into four sherbet glasses. Pour
of Agriculture Wallace, based on n,er
reports of intended participation | "Like the skin of a python green- tion to it into words. First it's pm ftpple sauce into bowl and add
from the different states, disclosed | lsl' and brown- a nt coat for 11 10 ’'avlshingly beautiful even if you chopped dates. Serve the hot sauce
that nearly 6.000.000 farm families creep o 'e r tl,e earth and 60 con-1 haven't cared up to now for the mocr at thc table. Serves four.
Spired Rhubarb Jelly
will participate in 1939. This repeealed in Or 1Uc« ,hp skm of aPard- :cru 1,1 art or architpp‘urp Working
Two tablespoons (2 envelopes)
resents about &5 per cent of all farm tlw Rreat leopard mother th at Nawith strange shapes but also with
families in the united States
' ture Ls where she
at length, ex- the utmest beautifully subdued col- Knox Sparkling Oelatine. 2 table
The reports also indicate' that ^ ' i g her flanks to the sun It ls.crs. with lighting effects th at are spoons cold water. 5 cups rhubarb
participation in this year's program homely and domestic to my eyes ! straight out of Arabian nights, wHh cut in inch pieces, 1 cup water, 3
cups sugar. '» teaspoon whole cloves,
will include approximately 92 per- hke lhe rug that lies before my i thousands of trees and shrubs and
'k- tea-spoon whole allspice, 1 in:h
acres
of
flower
beds,
even
with
cent of the farmers In the c o tto n -! hearthside. Such ottomans and d i- ;
stick whclc cinnamon. 2 lemons.
sound,
fcr
soft
music
floods
the
growing areas. 80 per cent in the vans arc sPrrad for us 10 **clin* 011
Soak the gelatin in the two table
“The earth lies out now like a J whole area from Icud speakers set
commercial corn and wheat areas,
spoons of cold water. Cook the rh u 
higli
along
thc
streets
.
.
.
they've
leopard,
drying
her
lichen
and
mo.-,
between 70 and 80 per cent in the
barb. the cup of water, sugar and
tobacco, rice, and potato areas and spottled skin in the sun. I know : created a strange, new world.
spices
together 10 minutes. Drain
80 percent of all commercial dairy that the few raw spots will h eal' You m ustn't miss the display of through a colander and pour the
over.
Brown
is
the
color
for
me.
fountains,
lights,
music
and
flr?men.
liquid while hot ever the softened
Approximately 80 per cent of all thc color of our coats and our dally works g.ven at 9 every night in
gelatin, add the Juice of the lemons
lives,
the
color
of
the
poor
mans
'
Fountain
Lake.
One
hundred
thoufarm land and approximately 70 per
and strain through a fine strainer
cent of all privately owned range loaf. The bright tints are pies and i sand other people will have the same
Into Jelly mold. Set aside to harden.
th
e
U
n
ite
d
c«kes
good
only
for
O
rt#b«
'
fe,sts
Idca
and'
to
give
you
an
idea
cf
the
and pasture land in
Cream Cake
which
would
make
us
sick
If
eaten
Immensity
of
the
place,
the
great
States will be included In the agri
Three eggs. 1 cup sugar. 2 cups
everyday."
[ area around the fountains won':
cultural conservation program this
Presto, 'k pint whipping cream, 1
Nature Cranks will recognize the , ever, be pleasantly crowded,
year.
author of the above, w ritten four- j . When 69 or more fountains throw tea'-poon vanilla.
Beat eggs until thick and lemon
score years ago. But how many can jets of w ater 50 and 60 leet into the
go out and view a spring landscape air. water th a t takes on every shade colored. Gradually add sugar, then
_____
and find the leopard in Nature? ' of soft beautiful color in the spec- sifted Presto alternately with the
llnw To Kill Cabbage Root Maggots 11 would seem as though some trum as it plays against the dark cream to which the vanilla has been
added. Bake in well greased square
Corrosive sublimate and calomel Crank Uvln* nfar thc great °P*:“ back cu,lain of night; when a
are used to control the small white spacrs could flnd a scone like unt0 fKlly arrangcd organ «>mphony ac- tin in moderate oven <350 deg. F.)
35 to 45 minutes.
N. C. C. 2 companies that play of light an.i
maggots that destroy cabbage, cauli- tt.
M ENU
varies
as
the
fountains
die
down
or
flower, radish, turnip and onion
Somerville Mass.,
Breakfast
clunb
toward
the
stars,
well,
cne
does
plants, says John H. Ha*kins. as- j
~
Sliced Bananas on Wheatena
’ get inarticulate.
sociatc entomologist at thc Maine
Toasted Coni Muffins
You've
read
about
the
trylon
and
agricultural Experiment Station. ■
Cherry Pre-ervcs
perisphere
till
you're
tired
of
them
Care should be taken that cabbage I
Coffee
I but. seen at night when the great
A
Chance
For
“T
h
e
Little
and cauliflower plants are not In
Lunch
ball
s
-ems
transparent
and
floating
fested in the seed beds. When they
F ellow ” T o P ick U p a
Friend's Baked Bean Sandwlel^a
j
in
«pacc
with
the
slender
column
ot
are. corrosive sublimate 1 ounce to
G ood Piece o f C h ange
cn Brown Bread
thc trylon rising beside it. then it
10 gallons of water is the strength I
Pepper Relish
really
does
seem
to
represent
the
used for cabbage and 1 ounce to 15 ; Maine farmers arc losing millions
'Rhubarb Jelly
world
as
it
Is
and
man's
ins
pirngallons of water for cauliflower. The of dollars every year because of their
‘Cream Cake
'solution is used at the rate of 1 gal- failure to capitalize on thc possibili- ; tion. Every bread mall leads to the
Tetley T ea
theme
center
as
.voti
ve
read
but
did
lon to 25 or 30 feet of row and Is ties offered by turkey raising. E N
Dinner
i
you
know
hundreds
of
trees
lining
poured along the row so that the Jacques of Manchester, president
I mil) Chop Grille
,
'here
wide
streets
and
just
coming
soil about the bases of thc plants of the Maine Turkey Association,
Parslied New Potatoes
i into new leaf are lighted at nigh;
is wet. . The first application is eaid In Augusta,
Creamed Asparagus
'till
some
of
them
are
etched
in
pal
made soon after the plants h a v e ' Jacques revealed th a t present bronze ! ght. some .seem to quiver; R ra,t "l Lettuce with Ixtnicn Juice
broken through thc soil, and a sec- I markets In thc State itself would
•Hot Pineapple Date Sundae
onrt and third application follow at 'absorb over 360 007 n a tv c birds an- with tiny golden leaves and others
Ccffce
nually
while
other
outlets
that
|
at
ni«h
t’
arc
iiendfr
trees
of
C
O
P
about 10-day intervals.
per
Lighting
effects
were
worked
out
When cabbage and cauliflower are could be developed easily would
A t TER GRADUATION, WHAT’
by Bassett Jones of Nantucket
set in thc field or garden, corrosive take care of twice that many. Last
Acres
cf
tulips
and
hyacinths,
High
“
_____ _
sublimate is used at the stronger year, he said. Maine farm ers raised
Schools and Academies To
pansies and spring flowers are in
solution. 1 ounce to 10 gallons of wa only $2,000 turkeys.
Turn Loose Small Army Nest
“B<*Ruse of reverses suffered in blosscm under the trees, reflected in
ter. About one-half tcaspoonful of
Month
thc
past many people think that it great pools, shaded by blosscming
the corrosive sublimate solution is
peach and pear trees. Fountains
The state department oi educa
poured on the soil near the base of. is unprofitable to raise turkeys In
splash and cascades of water come
Maine.
They
do
not
know
or
ap
tion Monday estimated that ap
the plant.
tumbling down the glass aides of
proximately 7500 pupils will |x>
A first treatm ent is made within preciate. the fact that turkey r a s 
Ing
methods
have
taken
such
Irei
*,'” ral b" » dl"*!’- Thpr'' « e thcu- graduated next month from Maine's
4 nr 5 day:, after setting, and 2 more
Ireatraents follow a t 10-day in te r - ' mendous strides forward in Main* •
of b ' ,,chr. : you may sit un- 210 High Schools and academies,
vals. Corrosive sublimate solution «hiring
Past
.v««rs that to- <-er
'ree.' and gaze as !ong as you representing a decrease of 774
should not be stored In metal conMalne has the lowest mortality lke
- y 1* sL y"u, * 'U^ e2??r“
from the 8274 graduated a year ago.
tamers and c a r. should be exerIn the entire country, as in - , ? « v a ^ for there s no doub FairSimultaneously, the department
.
rredit hie «< it mav seem
ia<>nn«s i t’ippmg is hard on the "dogs. Wear
cased
in its usebecause ofits poison-; crea‘t
ole as it may seem. Jacqu.s
said the six normal schools at
isaid. U. S. Department of Agrlculmast comfortable shoes. You Presque Isle, Machias. Madawaska,
ous qualities.
can be wheeled about in luxurious
Castine. Gorham and Farmington
Many prefer calomel to corrosive 1ture figures show, he revealed, that
sublimate for maggot control be the mortality rate for the country! comfort for $1.25 an hour, of course planned to graduate 376 students—
How much dees it cost to go? Ten
an increase of 48 ever the total last
cause It is less poisonous and has a was 23 percent while for Maine it
cents each way in the subway and I year
was
only
14
percent.
more lasting effect. It is safe to
Besides "large scale" enterprises the subway deposits arrivals in the
Graduation exercises of high
use on radishes, onions and turnips
center of things at the very gate;
schools and Academies, thc depart
and Is equally as effective as cor turkey raising offers an additional
75 cents admission and the only
ment said, will continue from the
ns lve sublimate in controlling the source of income for “the little fel
other exhibit for which one pays . ..
low"
who
could
realize
the
profit
of
I first week of June to the m ddle of
maggots.
unless the amusement area lures you
i the month.
The following materials are neces- "several hundred dollars a year’’
. . . is 25 cents to see Democracity
Most of the graduations of the
«ary for preparing calomel for use from a small flock, Jacques declared.
“I can substantiate th a t state Inside the Perisphere . T hat means normal schools will be the third
in maggot control; 1 ounce of pow
more th an 100 buildings and ex
week in June.
dered gum arabic. 1 pint of hot wa ment that several persorts who have
gone ino turkey raising in a small hibits . . . the ones we personally
ter. 1 ounce of powdered calomel.
would most like to see and consider
Dissolve the gum arabic In the way have averaged a clear profit ot
Read The Courier-Gazette
mast worth while are free. Guides,
at
least
$125
per
bird.
I
know
of
pint of hot water; then slowly add
guards, attendants and the entire
thc gum arabic solution to thc cal one farmer who paid for a $1,600
Fair staff are the most courteous hu
farm
in
three
years
by
raising
tur
omel. stirring in only a little a t first
man beings we've ever encountered.
to make a stiff paste. Then add keys," the president of the turkey
Grover Whalen must have cast a
Association
said.
more of the solution, stirring vig
spell over them. Food is probably i
Turkeys
can
be
raised
profitably
orously until all the gum arable so
expensive as you may have heard . . . '
lution is mixed thoroughly with the in any section of the S tate, Jacques
we didn't stop to cat . . . but there
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
said,
pointing
out
th
a
t
many
out
of
calomel. Tills amount of calomelLights and Sm all Appliances
are always weinies and hamburgs,
the
way
sections
that
are
not
adapt
gum arabic solution Is added to 3
or sandwiches and pop.
Installed and serviced
able
to
the
profitable
producing
il
gallons of water.
Promptly
Friends
Baked
Bean
Sandwieh
Where larger amounts are need milk or other perishable products
could
benefit
by
going
in
for
Two
cups
Friend's
Oven
Baked
ed. enough or the calomel-gum
Beans. Cain's Mayonnaise (Master- [
arabic solution is used so th at there turkeys.
18 GRACE S T ,
ROCKLAND
“It Is not a pleasant reflection to mixt), olives (chopped', sweet gher
will be 3 or 4 ounces of calomel to
TEL l»-W
kins
(chopped*,
'i
teaspoon
salt.
realize
that
out
of
S
tate
fanners
are
10 gallons or water.
Put beans through sieve or mash
This material is used like corro shipping over a quarter million
sive sublimate for the treatment of birds into Maine each year and tak
cabbage and cauliflower in the seed ing away a market th a t should be
bed. and for cabbage, cauliflower, ours or to realize th a t the little
radishes, onions and turnips in the state of Vermont raises 400 000
field. One application at the rate turkeys each year while we produce
of 3 or 4 ounces of calomel in 10 only 72.000.” Jacques said.
gallons of water has given satis He pointed out th a t Maine raised
factory countrol of cabbage maggots turkeys are unequalled in quality
after the plants were set in thc and that. In addition to finding a
ready .sale in Ilie S late, buyers in
field.
In e x p e n s iv e too !
the metropolitan areas would ab
sorb all that Maine farmers could
REGULAR SIZE 5 c
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS raise.
ECONOMY
SIZE 1 0 c
WORK WONDERS
Many Maine fanners do not real
a ls o o u r fam o u s
ize that tlic turkey is no longer
ELBOW MACARONI
Just a holiday bird in demand at
WE BUY
Thanksgiving and Christmas. To
at the same prices
day. in hotels and restaurants they
AND SILVER
are a year around p art of the menu
irence E, Daniela
and as such the dem and for good j
JEWELER
birds is increasing every year,” he!
I N ST .
ROCKLAND
said.
'

The Home Garden

Money In “Turks”

r

Flushing. N. Y , May 13.
Editor of the Black Cat;—
I have been twice to the New
York World's Fair and to say it is
beautiful describes it very mildly.
As one leaves the elevated train at
Willett's Point station there Is a long
covered ramp leading directly to the
Fair entrances and ticket offices,
thence into a veritable fairyland of
neon lights, flags, beauty and music
The buildings, most of which are
entrance free, are modernistic In de
sign. beautifully carpeted and light
ed, even the trees along each side
cf the many wide avenues are light
ed by green neon lights around the
base.
The first night I went with my son,
we stayed more than four hours and
didn't begin to see one-quarter of it;
we went into R.C.A. building first
where television is demonstrated,
but I was a little disappointed in it;
of course it is not a well developed
science as yet.
As I am a nurse, the medical
building I think held my interest the
most. Everything modern for fight
ing disease such as cancer is ex
hibited; there is a life size figure of
a man made of glass showing every
bone, nerve, muscle and internal or
gans and is even equipped with a
pulsating heart which beats by elec
tricity.
The grounds are magnificent with
flowers, ponds, statues, waterfalls,
grass and trees, and of course the
Perisphere and Tryicn in the cent-r
which with its bluish green lighting
a t night looks like the moon descenden to e.i.th On entering the Pe-ischere one rises in a long escalator
then steps ento a revolving platform
with rail from which one gazes dear,
cn a regular airplane view of a mod
ern city. Overhead is a replica of the
sky with stars, moon and moving
clouds; music is constantly coming
from hidden amplifiers in the “sky."
Space prohibits me from entering
further into the wonders of the
“World of Tomorrow."
Haze! B Atwocd.
42-45 1600i S t, Flushing N. Y
IMrs. Atwood Is hereby given un
limited privilege to write about the
Fair —Ed J

In beginning his latest book, the
well known author, lecturer and
radio commentator. George E. Sokolsky. starts out at once to disprove
the "guinea-pig" books. He shews
that under private enterprise we
have achieved the freest life known
to man—the economic philosophy.
He also says that the major con
tribution to the American standard
of living Is advertising.
The author has developed his in
triguing story as a novelist develops
a novel. There Is romance, adven
ture, and achievement throughout.
First, he relates the thrilling tale of
the orange. Not only the orange, but
he lets us know of the growth of
orange juice, tomato juice, milk,
cereals, and many other stable ad
vertised products.
For his experiences, the author
contrasts China with America—one
availability through advertising—
shows the reader that "Capitalism—
the American economic process of
mass production, mass distribution,
availability through davertlsing—
lias its objective, a rising standard
of living." He lets us peep in at
picture processes ot our ancestors ot
100 years ago and follows them up
by the advertising pictures cf con
venience and reliability of today.
What worth, we ponder, in that
little question, "Is it advertised?”
Read a bit of early advertising
taken from the January issue of
"Motor'' The perfect farewell car
of R E. Olds cost $1055. but the
self-starter was $25 extra. The top
and windshield were not included in
the price. Fcr an extra $100 one
could get a mohair top. side cur
tains. slip cover, windshield, acetyl
ene-gas tank, and speedometer. I:
one preferred to save the extra $125.
one could get a car—what a car!
The great economic progress—ad
vertising—is protecting the Ameri
can life. It is the press tbat keeps
our society free, because the. pres?
is free. This beck. "Thc American
Way of Life" iFarrar and Rinehart.
Inc.. $2> has zest for all readers
The business man will call it a pet.
L. R F.
THE OLD Mil l.

TO SERVE BOTH KINDS

The question whether to serve
New England clam chowder made
only with milk or Rhode Island
chowder with tomatoes at Taun
ton's tercentenary clambake June
7 has been solved—the chowder will
be a mixture of both types.
Fred C. MUes. chairman of the
clambake committee, said a straw
poll of the city showed 70 per cent
favored the chowder made with to
matoes.
However, to placate botli schools
the committee decided to feature
the mixture with an edge toward
the tomato.

IFor The Courier-Gazette |
Between the woods and road.
The brook i nd neimhorlna hill.
The spiders' lone abodeAbandoned lies the mill
In silent accent* glum
It mourns the former days
I To all who hither tuine,
j And on Ita wreckage gaze
, Rude, empty houses email
' Around stand here and there;
I Forsaken

all—

In prosperous days of yore
The neighboring hill and vale,
Pine, spruce and hemlock bore
To f-ed thee hearty hale.
1Bu’ now denuded bare
No log-, ran they supply
For thee they cannot care
And so. old mill, you die
Allison M Watts
' Jamaica. Vt.

South Appleton Ridge, May 7. | turn over a clean page for our road
My Dear Mr. Selectman:—
[account here on South Appleton
isn't there something that can be | Ridge wr w111 10 the Iast onc movc
down into your peaceful village. Wc
done to prevent Annie Ripley from .
... .. . _
..
have neither thc influence nor the
shoveling thc taxpayers money on j financial backing to initiate a Shanty
her henhouse and chickenhcuse , Town on your beautiful hillside, but
floors? She has been up to this ne- | we would be exempt from taxation
farious business for a number cf i ^ou usc lls as wed as ^ou do
. . . .
. I cf your other imported products.
years—in fact since the spring of j
...
,
I Upon second thought we might b?
pioneers for a trailer camp but we
There are three crossways in the navc neither the car nor the trailer
road bordering her premises, two of and if we were so fortunate as to
which when open floed her best possess cither we couldn't get out.
mowing field (no fault found, water neither north, east, south or 'west.'
seeks its level), and when closed
Gcd bless Appleton Ridge! In no
turns said field into a duplicate place on th l beautiful earth are the
'Desert of Maine" with this very skies any bluer, the air any purer,
slight difference—no amount of sci thc birdsongs any sweeter, the o'.d
entific research neces'ary to deter elms more majestic, ihe neighbors
mine "how come?"
any kinder, thc earthquakes any
These three crossways have been scarcer, than on thc Ridge, and if
clogged, caved in. or what you will, the crossways are repaired, no place
for eight years, as well as others in safer from floods.
the same road bordering the Wil
Annie Ripley.
liams and McCorrison properties,
one especially being a menace to the
snowplow because of a covering rock
turned on its side.
After the ground is frozen in the
fall and the appropriations nearly
expended elsewhere one or two! The 1939 License Plates of differtrucks with as many loads spread ent States. Territories and Canadian
gravel over these cross ways. It is Provinces seen in Rockland.
there pltty-patted down by levelers
Arkansas
from outside thc district and. amen!
California
the road Is done until another year
(Noted by Ruth Ward)
when the same Inane performance Is
Colorado
repeated.
Connecticut
Then lcok out for the first rain!
Florida
Twenty-four hours, perhaps not
Illinois
quite as long, after the gTavel has
Indiana
been spread, it is reposing In Annie
Maine
Ripley's dooryard and aforesaid field.
Maryland
The water from this one rain will
Massachusetts
excavate a Colorado Canyon in her
Michigan
cellar so what will eight years' rain
Missouri
del

Spying Auto Plates

We arc all old hens along this
road. I know, but you don't usc js j
right, Mr. Selectman. You take our |
tax money and usc it to help pave
reads and furnish electric lights fo r'
your urban population. We den t j
expect .such luxuries, but it doeS|
seem as though it would be a slight
saving for the taxpayers to repair
these crossways instead of camou
flaging them with a gravel frosting
year after year.
We are grateful for the snowplow |
after each blocking storm, but th?i
eervtee could be improved by having
the plow at Clark's Corner in the
morning in advance of the R F D ,
carrier instead of the carrier break-1
ing through as best he can. often
times on foot with heavy parcel po-t
packages, and the plow following In
his tracks along in the afternoon.
Now, Mr. Selectman, unless you

Mississippi

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Penmylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Vermont
Virginia

Wisconsin

• • • •
Hawaii
• • • •
Canadian Provinces
New Brunswick
Ontario
Prince Edward Island

Quebec

(Luke S. Davis)
Saskatchewan

I

•

•

that's E le c tr ic
W ater Heating

W. W. STRONG

It turns itself on and off elec
trically — automatically — safely.
There are no matches—no flame—
no danger. You can leave the
house for an hour or a week with
out the slightest thought of the
water heater.

SPAG H ETTI

to tterin g

Dilapidated, bare

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

'R E D CROSS IS
NG ER-BETTER
■O
nklB

RED CROSS

Annie Ripley Says This Even When Defective
Roads Flood Her Property

th e W orld’s Fair

Know the pleasure of having an
endless supply of hot water with
out even thinking of the heater.
The new General Electric Water
Heater is so completely automatic
that you simply CONNECT IT
AND FORGET IT. You never
need look at it.

LD G O L D
'

too BLESS APPLETON RIDGE

A MAID CALLED MILLS

SAUNTERER

Nearly 1 8 ,0 0 0 M aine Farm- |
a . b . Crocker
ers Say T h ey W ill Par- *
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ticipate T h is Year

,

Every-O ther-D ay
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• l e E le c t r ic it y •
When you install an a p p r o v e d
storage water heater you get lc
ELECTRICITY for all used in
excess o f 200 kilowatt-hours re
gardless of how used. Get this
low wholesale rate now. You can
own a fine electric water heater
for as little as $4.75 monthly.

GET FIKST-HANO PKOOT
THAT GENEKAL MOTORS'
SECOND LOWEST-PRICED
CAR O1TERS THE B IST
POR THE LEAST

THE MODE
G e n e r a l Electric’s new,
modern style square - type
W ater H eater g i v e s h o t
w ater every hour of the day
or night without one min
ute’s attention from you.

* ll-M IW UTE RIDE
AND YOU'LL DECIDE

nm nniM
mi m in

fn hi

m i tta ti $m t it

( ( ■ T i l l ■ !)> ( •($>$■

V IS IT O C N ffftA L M OTOR S
■X H I B IT S AT T H E H E W YORK
AMO SA N PW AHCISCO
W O R L D S F A IR S

/ A a r N o c a r o n e a r th is b a tt e r
a n g in e a r a d — n o n e is so
p a c k e d w it h v a lu e . E very f e a t u r e
it t h e f in e s t m o n e y c a n b u y — y e t
t h e b i g n e w 1 9 3 9 P o n t i a c is
p ric ed r ig h t n e x t to t h e lo w e s t .

Foi the Creoteet Demonitvutieii Two Ever Hod-FHONE OK IS E -

CENTO m A I N E
POWI

r'tDMPAMY

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.,
712 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

G LIDD EN RINES,
BATH ROAD, W ISC A SSET

HUI, in)

r
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